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Executive Summary

The Federal Bureau of Investigation serves a crucial role in securing the United States from criminals, terrorists, and hostile foreign agents. Just as importantly, the FBI also protects civil rights and civil liberties, ensures honest government, and defends the rule of law. Its agents serve around the country and around the world with a high degree of professionalism and competence, often under difficult and dangerous conditions. But throughout its history, the FBI has also regularly overstepped the law, infringing on Americans’ constitutional rights while overzealously pursuing its domestic security mission.

After the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, Congress and successive attorneys general loosened many of the legal and internal controls that a previous generation had placed on the FBI to protect Americans’ constitutional rights. As a result, the FBI is repeating mistakes of the past and is again unfairly targeting immigrants, racial and religious minorities, and political dissidents for surveillance, infiltration, investigation, and “disruption strategies.”

But modern technological innovations have significantly increased the threat to American liberty by giving today’s FBI the capability to collect, store, and analyze data about millions of innocent Americans. The excessive secrecy with which it cloaks these domestic intelligence gathering operations has crippled constitutional oversight mechanisms. Courts have been reticent to challenge government secrecy demands and, despite years of debate in Congress regarding the proper scope of domestic surveillance, it took unauthorized leaks by a whistleblower to finally reveal the government’s secret interpretations of these laws and the Orwellian scope of its domestic surveillance programs.

There is evidence the FBI’s increased intelligence collection powers have harmed, rather than aided, its terrorism prevention efforts by overwhelming agents with a flood of irrelevant data and false alarms. Former FBI Director William Webster evaluated the FBI’s investigation of Maj. Nadal Hasan prior to the Ft. Hood shooting and cited the “relentless” workload resulting from a “data explosion” within the FBI as an impediment to proper intelligence analysis. And members of Congress questioned several other incidents in which the FBI investigated but failed to interdict individuals who later committed murderous terrorist attacks, including the Boston Marathon bombing. While preventing every possible act of terrorism is an impossible goal, an examination of these cases raise serious questions regarding the efficacy of FBI methods. FBI data showing that more than half of the violent crimes, including over a third of the murders in the U.S., go unsolved each year calls for a broader analysis of the proper distribution of law enforcement resources.

With the appointment of Director James Comey, the FBI has seen its first change in leadership since the 9/11 attacks, which provides an opportunity for Congress, the president, and the attorney general to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the FBI’s policies and programs. This report highlights areas in which the FBI has abused its authority and recommends reforms to
ensure the FBI fulfills its law enforcement and security missions with proper public oversight and respect for constitutional rights and democratic ideals.

The report describes major changes to law and policy that unleashed the FBI from its traditional restraints and opened the door to abuse. Congress enhanced many of the FBI’s surveillance powers after 9/11, primarily through the USA Patriot Act and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Amendments. The recent revelations regarding the FBI’s use of Section 215 of the USA Patriot Act to track all U.S. telephone calls is only the latest in a long line of abuse. Five Justice Department Inspector General audits documented widespread FBI misuse of Patriot Act authorities in 2007 and 2008. Congress and the American public deserve to know the full scope of the FBI’s spying on Americans under the Patriot Act and all other surveillance authorities.

Attorney General Michael Mukasey rewrote the FBI’s rule book in 2008, giving FBI agents unfettered authority to investigate anyone they choose without any factual basis for suspecting wrongdoing. The 2008 Attorney General’s Guidelines created a new kind of intrusive investigation called an “assessment,” which requires no “factual predicate” and can include searches through government or commercial databases, overt or covert FBI interviews, and tasking informants to gather information about anyone or to infiltrate lawful organizations. In a two-year period from 2009 to 2011, the FBI opened over 82,000 “assessments” of individuals or organizations, less than 3,500 of which discovered information justifying further investigation.

The 2008 guidelines also authorized the FBI’s racial and ethnic mapping program, which allows the FBI to collect demographic information to map American communities by race and ethnicity for intelligence purposes, based on crass racial stereotypes about the crimes each group commits. FBI documents obtained by the American Civil Liberties Union show the FBI mapped Chinese and Russian communities in San Francisco for organized crime purposes, all Latino communities in New Jersey and Alabama because there are street gangs, African Americans in Georgia to find “Black separatists,” and Middle-Eastern communities in Detroit for terrorism.

The FBI also claimed the authority to sweep up voluminous amounts of information secretly from state and local law enforcement and private data aggregators for data mining purposes. In 2007, the FBI said it amassed databases containing 1.5 billion records, which were predicted to grow to 6 billion records by 2012, which is equal to 20 separate “records” for every person in the United States. The largest of these databases, the Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force, currently has 360 staff members running 40 separate projects. A 2013 Inspector General audit determined it “did not always provide FBI field offices with timely and relevant information.”

The next section of the report discusses the ways the FBI avoids accountability by skirting internal and external oversight. The FBI, which Congress exempted from the Whistleblower Protection Act, effectively suppresses internal dissent by retaliating against employees who report waste, fraud, abuse, and illegality. As a result, 28 percent of non-supervisory FBI
employees surveyed by the Inspector General said they “never” reported misconduct they saw or heard about on the job. The FBI also aggressively investigates other government whistleblowers, which has led to an unprecedented increase in Espionage Act prosecutions over the last five years. And the FBI’s overzealous pursuit of government whistleblowers has also resulted in the inappropriate targeting of journalists for investigation, infringing on free press rights. Recent coverage of overbroad subpoenas for telephone records of Associated Press journalists and an inappropriate search warrant for a Fox News reporter are only the latest examples of abuse. In 2010 the Inspector General reported the FBI used an illegal “exigent letter” to obtain the telephone records of 7 New York Times and Washington Post reporters. And the FBI thwarts congressional oversight with excessive secrecy and delayed or misleading responses to questions from Congress.

Finally, the report highlights evidence of abuse that requires greater regulation, oversight, and public accountability. These include many examples of the FBI targeting First Amendment activities by spying on protesters and religious groups with aggressive tactics that infringe on their free speech, religion, and associational rights. In 2011, the ACLU exposed flawed and biased FBI training materials that likely fueled these inappropriate investigations.

The FBI also operates increasingly outside the United States, where its activities are more difficult to monitor. Several troubling cases indicate the FBI may have requested, facilitated, and/or exploited the arrests of U.S. citizens by foreign governments, often without charges, so they could be held and interrogated, sometimes tortured, and then interviewed by FBI agents. The ACLU represents two proxy detention victims, including Amir Meshal, who was arrested at the Kenya border in 2007 and subjected to more than four months of detention in three different East African countries without charge, access to counsel, or presentment before a judicial officer, at the behest of the U.S. government. FBI agents interrogated Meshal more than thirty times during his detention.

Other Americans traveling abroad discover that their government has barred them from flying; the number of U.S. persons on the No Fly List has doubled since 2009. There is no fair procedure for those mistakenly placed on the list to challenge their inclusion. Many of those prevented from flying home have been subjected to FBI interviews after seeking assistance from U.S. Embassies. The ACLU is suing the government on behalf of 10 American citizens and permanent residents who were prevented from flying to the U.S., arguing that barring them from flying without due process is unconstitutional.

These FBI abuses of authority must end. We call on President Barack Obama and Attorney General Eric Holder to tighten FBI authorities to prevent unnecessary invasions of Americans’ privacy; prohibit profiling based on race, ethnicity, religion and national origin; and protect First Amendment activities. And we call on Congress to make these changes permanent through statute and improve oversight to prevent future abuse. The FBI serves a crucial role in protecting Americans, but it must protect our rights as it protects our security.
Unleashed and Unaccountable: The FBI’s Unchecked Abuse of Authority

Introduction

On September 4, 2013, James B. Comey was sworn in as the 7th director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Comey is taking the helm of an agency that has transformed during the 12-year term of Director Robert S. Mueller III into a domestic intelligence and law enforcement agency of unprecedented power and international reach.

Today’s FBI doesn’t just search for evidence to catch criminals, terrorists, and spies. Working with other government agencies and private companies, it helps gather information about millions of law abiding Americans, tracking our communications and associations. It has mapped American communities based on race, ethnicity, religion, and national origin and exploited community outreach programs to monitor the First Amendment activities of religious groups. It has harassed non-violent political activists with surveillance, unwarranted investigations, and even aggressive nationwide raids that resulted in no criminal charges. The FBI retains the information it collects through its investigations and intelligence activities in vast databases containing billions of records that agents can mine for myriad purposes, even without opening an official investigation or otherwise documenting their searches.

The FBI has exploited secret interpretations of the laws governing domestic surveillance to expand its reach and simply ignored other legal restrictions designed to protect our constitutional rights. It has frustrated congressional, judicial, and public oversight through excessive secrecy, official misrepresentations of its activities, and suppression of government whistleblowers and the press. Even more opaque are the FBI’s intelligence and law enforcement exploits abroad. American citizens traveling overseas have been detained by foreign governments at the behest of the U.S. government and interrogated by FBI agents. Other Americans were blocked from flying home because they were placed on the U.S. government’s No Fly List and then pressured to become FBI informants when they sought redress at U.S. Embassies. Such abuse is the inevitable product of a deliberate effort by Congress, two presidents, and successive attorneys general to vest the FBI with the powers of a secret domestic intelligence agency.

The FBI has an extremely dedicated and proficient workforce that is given the crucial and enormously difficult mission of protecting our nation from a diverse array of domestic and international threats. When at its best, the FBI uses its law enforcement authorities in a narrowly tailored and focused way to protect American communities from dangerous criminals and defend the national security from foreign spies and terrorists. When it uses its power in a fair and equal manner, the FBI strengthens and reinforces the rule of law by protecting civil rights and holding corrupt government officials and abusive law enforcement officers to account. The tools and authorities the FBI needs to fulfill these critical responsibilities are far too easily abused, however, particularly because they are often exercised under a shroud of secrecy where legal restraints are too easily treated as unnecessary impediments to mission success. Establishing and
maintaining effective checks against error and abuse is necessary for the FBI to remain an effective law enforcement agency and essential to securing liberty and preserving democratic processes.

In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, Congress and the attorney general loosened many of the legal and policy restraints on the FBI that had been designed to curb abuses of a previous era. Ignoring history’s lessons, policy makers urged the FBI to take on a greater domestic intelligence role, and it adopted this mission with an overzealous vigor. The FBI’s resulting transformation into a secret domestic intelligence agency is dangerous to a free and democratic society, especially because rapidly developing technologies have made it possible for the FBI to gather, catalogue, and analyze massive amounts of information about countless Americans suspected of no wrongdoing at all.

There is already substantial evidence that the FBI has gravely misused its new authorities and capabilities, as this report will detail. And there is little evidence to suggest that these new powers have made Americans any safer from crime and terrorism. Members of Congress continue to struggle to obtain reliable information demonstrating the effectiveness of the FBI’s overbroad surveillance programs, and several deadly attacks by persons who had previously been investigated by the FBI raise serious questions about whether the influx of data is making it harder to detect threats, rather than easier.

Congress and the president should take the opportunity presented by this change of leadership at the FBI to conduct a comprehensive examination of the FBI’s policies and practices to identify and curtail any activities that are illegal, unconstitutional, discriminatory, ineffective, or easily misused. The purpose of this report is to highlight the changes to FBI authorities that have had the most significant impact on the privacy and civil rights and liberties of Americans; to provide examples of error and abuse over the last 12 years that establish evidence of the need for reform; and to offer an agenda to restore the FBI to its proper role in the American criminal justice landscape as the pre-eminent federal law enforcement agency that serves as a model for all others in its effectiveness and in its respect for individual rights and civil liberties.

I. Tension Between Domestic Intelligence Activities and Constitutional Rights

Every 90 days for the past seven years the FBI has obtained secret Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA Court) orders compelling telecommunications companies to provide the government with the toll billing records of every American’s telephone calls, domestic and international, on an ongoing daily basis.\(^\text{1}\) Other programs have collected similar data about Americans’ email and Internet activity and seized the content of their international communications, even though there was no evidence they had done anything wrong. State and local police and the general public are encouraged to report all “suspicious” people and activity to the FBI. This is what a domestic intelligence enterprise looks like in our modern technological age.
Many Americans were shocked to learn that they were the targets of such an outrageously overbroad government surveillance program. Even many members of Congress who passed the statute that enabled this surveillance and were charged with overseeing FBI operations were unaware of the way the government was secretly interpreting the law. But the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) had long warned that turning the FBI into a domestic intelligence agency by providing it with enhanced surveillance and investigative authorities that could be secretly used against Americans posed grave risks to our constitutional rights.

Our nation’s founders understood the threat unchecked police powers posed to individual liberty, which is why fully half of the constitutional amendments making up the Bill of Rights are designed to regulate the government’s police powers. The founders realized that political rights could only be preserved by checking the government’s authority to invade personal privacy and by establishing effective due process mechanisms to ensure independent oversight and public accountability. As the Supreme Court put it, “[t]he Bill of Rights was fashioned against the background of knowledge that unrestricted power of search and seizure could also be an instrument for stifling liberty of expression.”

Yet repeatedly since its very beginning over a hundred years ago, the FBI has claimed the authority not just to investigate and prosecute potential violations of law, but to conduct secret domestic intelligence activities that often skirted constitutional protections. Courts traditionally protect Fourth Amendment rights through the “exclusionary rule,” which prohibits law enforcement officers from using the fruits of illegal searches in criminal prosecutions. But this penalty poses little obstacle for intelligence investigations because the information collected in these programs is rarely intended for, or utilized in, criminal prosecutions. When it is necessary for prosecution, information discovered through secret intelligence programs can easily be replicated using traditional law enforcement tools, shielding the intelligence programs from judicial oversight and public scrutiny. And because these intelligence activities take place in secret, victims rarely know the government has invaded their privacy or violated their rights, so they cannot seek redress.

In a previous era, the FBI’s unregulated covert domestic intelligence activities went on undiscovered for decades, protected by official secrecy until activists burglarized an FBI office in Media, Pennsylvania, in 1971, and released a thousand domestic intelligence files to reporters. According to the Senate Select Committee established to investigate these illegal intelligence activities, FBI headquarters had opened over 500,000 domestic security files during this time and compiled a list of 26,000 Americans who would be “rounded up” during a national security emergency. It found that these FBI domestic intelligence operations targeted numerous non-violent protest groups, civil rights organizations, and political dissidents with illegal wiretaps, warrantless physical searches, and an array of harassing “dirty tricks” designed to infiltrate, obstruct, discredit, and neutralize “perceived threats to the existing social and political order.”
The exposure of the FBI's intelligence abuses led to a series of reforms, including the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), a law designed to regulate government surveillance for national security purposes and protect Americans’ privacy. An initiative to impose statutory limits on the FBI’s authority failed, however. By way of compromise, Attorney General Edward Levi issued written guidelines in 1976 which circumscribed the FBI's authority to conduct domestic security investigations. The Attorney General’s Guidelines required the FBI to have a criminal predicate consisting of “specific and articulable facts giving reason to believe that an individual or group is or may be engaged in activities which involve the use of force or violence,” before opening a full investigations. Upon receipt of information or allegations of criminal activity not meeting this threshold, the guidelines authorized preliminary investigations that allowed FBI agents to develop evidence to justify opening full investigations, but these were strictly limited in both time and scope.

Successive attorneys general modified and reinterpreted the Attorney General’s Guidelines over the years and developed additional sets of guidelines regulating the FBI’s use of informants and undercover operations. The Bush administration alone amended the various FBI guidelines four times after 9/11. But while the Attorney General’s Guidelines can be beneficial in establishing objective standards and reasonable limitations on the FBI’s power, they are not self-enforcing. A number of public scandals and investigations by Congress and the Justice Department Inspector General (IG) — both before and after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 — reveal the FBI often violates and/or ignores these internal rules, along with other legal and constitutional limitations.

II. Unleashed: The FBI's Post-9/11 Powers

In the aftermath of the September 11th attacks the FBI sought to rid itself of these legal restraints and expand its investigative and intelligence collection capabilities. Acting during a period of fear and uncertainty, Congress, the White House, and the attorney general gave the FBI enhanced investigative and surveillance authorities to protect the nation from future terrorists they worried were ready to strike again. Other powers the FBI simply assumed for itself, often secretly, and at times in direct violation of existing laws.

A. Surveillance Powers Given and Taken

1. USA Patriot Act

On June 5, 2013, The Guardian published an astonishing Top Secret Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA Court) order that compelled Verizon Business Network Services to provide the National Security Agency (NSA) with the “telephony metadata” for all of its customers’ domestic and international telecommunications on an “ongoing daily basis” for the three-month duration of the order. Metadata includes the telephone numbers called and received, calling card numbers, mobile subscriber identity and station information numbers, and time and duration of calls. This information gives the government a detailed picture of a person’s...
interests, associations, and activities, including personally intimate or potentially embarrassing information, such as whether they’ve called a virility clinic, Alcoholics Anonymous, or a suicide hotline. The order was issued pursuant to an FBI request for “business records” under Section 215 of the USA Patriot Act, which authorizes the FISA Court to issue secret demands for “any tangible things,” based on the FBI’s declaration that the information is “relevant” to a terrorism or espionage investigation.12

The Washington Post reported that tens of millions of Verizon customers’ records have been seized under this program, and Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) said this order appeared to be “the exact three-month renewal” of similar orders that began in 2006.13 With over 200 Section 215 orders issued in 2012, it is very likely that many other telecommunications companies received similar requests for all their customers’ metadata as well.14 And since Section 215 authorizes the government to obtain “any tangible things,” it is also likely that the FBI uses the provision to do bulk collection of other types of records. The statute specifically states that FBI agents may seek library circulation and book sales records, medical records, tax returns, and firearms sales records using Section 215, with approval of an FBI Executive Assistant Director.15

Rep. James Sensenbrenner (R-Wis.), the original House of Representatives’ sponsor of the Patriot Act, said the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court’s order to Verizon reflected an “overbroad interpretation of the Act” that was “deeply disturbing.”16 Rep. Sensenbrenner said the language in the statute was not intended to authorize such broad collection and questioned how the phone records of millions of innocent Americans could possibly be deemed “relevant” to a terrorism or counterintelligence investigation, as Section 215 requires. Indeed, FBI Director Mueller’s 2011 testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee seeking reauthorization of the Patriot Act suggested the FBI interpreted the statute narrowly and used it sparingly:

[Section 215] allows us to go to the FISA Court and obtain an order to produce records that may be relevant to, say, a foreign intelligence investigation relating to somebody who’s trying to steal our secrets or a terrorist. Upon us showing that the records sought are relevant to this particular investigation—a specific showing it is—the FISA Court would issue an order allowing us to get those records. It’s been used over 380 times since 2001.17

What the public didn’t know at the time was that the Justice Department and the FISA Court had established a secret interpretation of the law that significantly expanded the scope of what the FBI can collect with Section 215, despite the relatively small number of orders issued each year. At the same 2011 hearing, Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.), who has access to this secret interpretation of the law due to his position on the Intelligence Committee but is barred by classification rules from revealing it, challenged Director Mueller:
I believe that the American people would be absolutely stunned—I think Members of Congress, many of them, would be stunned if they knew how the PATRIOT Act was being interpreted and applied in practice.\textsuperscript{18} 

Sen. Wyden and Sen. Mark Udall (D-Colo.) have repeatedly complained over the last several years that Justice Department officials have made misleading public statements about the scope of this authority, even as they refused their demands to declassify this secret interpretation of law so that Americans could understand how the government is using Section 215.\textsuperscript{19} It took an unauthorized leak of the FISA Court order to give the public — and many members of Congress — their first glimpse of the government’s overbroad use of this Patriot Act authority.

Sen. Wyden and Sen. Udall have more recently challenged government claims that the bulk collection of telephone metadata under Section 215 has proven effective in preventing terrorist attacks, arguing they’ve seen no evidence the program “has provided any otherwise unobtainable intelligence.”\textsuperscript{20} The ACLU filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request in 2011 to force the release of records relating to the government’s interpretation or use of Section 215, which is still being litigated.\textsuperscript{21} After the leak of the classified FISA Court order, the ACLU (a Verizon customer) filed a lawsuit challenging the government’s bulk collection of telephone metadata under the Patriot Act.\textsuperscript{22}

This is not the first evidence of widespread abuse of this statute, however. Congress passed the USA Patriot Act just weeks after the 9/11 attacks, greatly expanding the FBI’s authority to use surveillance tools originally designed for monitoring hostile foreign agents to secretly obtain personal information about Americans not even suspected of wrongdoing. Congress made several provisions temporary. But when Congress first revisited the expiring provisions in 2005 there was very little public information regarding how the statute had been used. So in reauthorizing the Act, Congress required the Justice Department Inspector General to audit the FBI’s use of two Patriot Act authorities: National Security Letters (NSLs) and Section 215. Not surprisingly, five Inspector General audits conducted over the next several years confirmed widespread FBI abuse and mismanagement of these intelligence collection tools.

A 2007 Inspector General audit revealed that from 2003 through 2005 the FBI issued over 140,000 National Security Letters — secret demands for certain account information from telecommunications companies, financial institutions, and credit agencies that require no judicial approval — almost half of which targeted Americans. It found:

- The FBI so negligently managed this Patriot Act authority it did not even know how many National Security Letters it had issued, which resulted in three years of false reporting to Congress;\textsuperscript{23}
- FBI agents repeatedly ignored or confused the requirements of the authorizing statutes and used National Security Letters to collect private information about individuals two or three times removed from the actual subjects of FBI investigations;
Sixty percent of the audited files did not have the required supporting documentation, and 22 percent contained at least one unreported legal violation. FBI supervisors circumvented the law by using control files to improperly issue National Security Letters when no authorizing investigation existed.

In 2008, the IG released a second audit report covering the FBI’s use of National Security Letters in 2006 and evaluating the reforms implemented by the DOJ and the FBI after the first audit was released. The 2008 report revealed:

- The FBI was increasingly using National Security Letters to gather information on U.S. persons (57 percent in 2006, up from 53 percent in 2005);
- High-ranking FBI officials improperly issued eleven “blanket National Security Letters” in 2006 seeking data on 3,860 telephone numbers, in an effort to hide that the data had been illegally collected with “exigent letters” (see below), and
- None of the “blanket National Security Letters” complied with FBI policy, and several imposed unlawful non-disclosure requirements, or “gag orders,” on National Security Letter recipients.

Two other Inspector General audits reviewed the FBI’s use of Section 215 of the Patriot Act. Though this authority was used much less frequently than NSLs, the audits identified several instances of misuse, including an instance in which the FISA Court rejected a Section 215 application on First Amendment grounds, but the FBI obtained the records anyway without court approval. But in many ways these Inspector General reports gave the public a false sense of security by masking the real problem with Section 215, which was the incredible scope of information the FBI secretly collected under the FISA Court’s secret interpretation of the statute.

2. Exigent Letters and a Secret OLC Opinion

The Inspector General reports also revealed that the FBI routinely used “exigent letters,” which claimed false emergencies to illegally collect the phone records of Americans. In 2003, the FBI took the extraordinary step of contracting with three telecommunications companies to station their employees within FBI offices so that FBI supervisors could get immediate access to company records when necessary. This arrangement allowed the FBI to circumvent formal legal process, like grand jury subpoenas or National Security Letters, to obtain telephone records. FBI supervisors even made requests written on Post-it notes and took “sneak peeks” over the telecom employees’ shoulders to illegally gain access to private telecommunications records. The FBI obtained records regarding approximately 3,000 telephone numbers where no emergency existed and sometimes where no investigation was opened, in clear violation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA). When the Inspector General discovered this abuse, FBI supervisors issued inappropriate “blanket” National Security Letters in an improper attempt to legitimize the illegal data collection.
A particularly troubling aspect of the FBI’s use of exigent letters was the fact that it sometimes used them to obtain the communications records of journalists, in violation of their First Amendment rights. These improper data requests circumvented federal regulations and Justice Department policies established to protect press freedoms, which require the exhaustion of less intrusive techniques and attorney general approval before obtaining subpoenas for reporters’ communication records.

The FBI initially admitted error with regards to the use of exigent letters and agreed to stop using them, though it tried to justify keeping the information it already collected. But in his final report on exigent letters, the Inspector General revealed that in 2009 the FBI developed a new legal interpretation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act that allowed the FBI to ask telecommunication companies to provide it with certain communications records without emergencies or legal process. The IG rejected this post-hoc re-interpretation of the law, so the FBI requested a Justice Department Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) opinion. The OLC supported the FBI’s argument in a January 2010 secret opinion, with which the Inspector General was clearly uncomfortable. He recommended that Congress examine this opinion and “the implications of its potential use,” but there have been no public hearings to evaluate the manner in which the FBI exploits this new interpretation of the law. The Justice Department has refused to release the OLC opinion in response to FOIA requests by media organizations and privacy advocates.

3. Warrantless Wiretapping and the FISA Amendments Act

On December 16, 2005, The New York Times revealed that days after the 9/11 terrorist attacks President George W. Bush authorized the National Security Agency to conduct warrantless electronic surveillance of Americans’ telecommunications in violation of the Fourth Amendment and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. The FBI knew about this illegal surveillance practically from its inception and investigated leads it generated, but did nothing to stop it despite the criminal penalties associated with FISA violations. Moreover, the FBI agents investigating the leads produced from the NSA program reportedly found them of little value, deriding them as “Pizza Hut leads” because they often led to delivery calls and other dead ends.

The Bush administration ultimately acknowledged the existence of a program it called the “Terrorist Surveillance Program,” which it said was designed to intercept al Qaeda-related communications to and from the U.S., but a follow-up article by The New York Times reported the program was larger than the officials admitted and involved a government “back door” into domestic telecommunications networks. A 2006 article in USA Today alleged further that major telecommunications companies “working under contract to the NSA” provided the government domestic call data from millions of Americans for “social network analysis.”

When James Comey was promoted to deputy attorney general in December 2003, he evaluated the Justice Department’s legal support for one portion of this highly classified program,
involving the bulk collection of domestic internet metadata, and found it lacking.\(^\text{43}\) To his great credit, he refused to sign a Justice Department re-certification as to the legality of the program and resisted, with the support of FBI Director Mueller, an intense effort by the White House to compel a gravely ill Attorney General John Ashcroft to overrule Comey. The collection continued without Justice Department certification for several weeks, leading Comey, Mueller, and other Justice Department officials to threaten resignation. Comey and Mueller ultimately won legal modifications that assuaged their concerns, but the bulk collection of innocent Americans’ internet data continued under a FISA Court order through 2011 and may be going on in some form today.\(^\text{44}\) It remains unexplained why Ashcroft, Comey, and Mueller apparently approved other parts of the Terrorist Surveillance Program, including the warrantless interception of Americans’ international communications and the collection of Americans’ telephone metadata.

The public pressure resulting from the 2005 New York Times article led the Bush administration to bring other portions of the NSA’s warrantless wiretapping program under FISA Court supervision in January 2007. But in May of that year an apparently adverse ruling by the FISA Court led the administration to seek emergency legislation from Congress so the program could continue.\(^\text{45}\) Congress passed temporary legislation in August 2007 and then enacted the FISA Amendments Act in June 2008, giving the government the authority to seek FISA Court orders authorizing non-individualized electronic surveillance so long as it is targeted at foreigners outside the U.S. But questions about the scope and legality of these programs remain.\(^\text{46}\)

The excessive secrecy surrounding the FBI’s and NSA’s implementation of the FISA Amendments Act exacerbates the threat to Americans’ privacy posed by this unconstitutionally overbroad surveillance authority. The FISA Amendments Act is due to expire in 2015, but Congress must not wait to conduct the oversight necessary to curb abuse and protect Americans from unnecessary and unwarranted monitoring of their international communications.

**B. Expanding FBI Investigative Authorities**

The Bush administration vastly expanded the FBI’s power by amending the Attorney General’s Guidelines governing FBI investigative authorities four times over 8 years.\(^\text{47}\) Each change lowered the evidentiary threshold necessary for the FBI to initiate investigations, increasing the risk that FBI agents would improperly target people for scrutiny based on their First Amendment activities, as they had in the past.

**1. Ashcroft Attorney General’s Guidelines**

Attorney General John Ashcroft first amended the guidelines for general crimes, racketeering, and terrorism investigations in 2002, giving the FBI more flexibility to conduct investigations based on mere allegations.\(^\text{48}\) The Ashcroft guidelines:
• Authorized the “prompt and extremely limited checking out of initial leads” upon receipt of any information suggesting the possibility of criminal activity;
• Prohibited investigations based *solely* on First Amendment activities, but authorized inquiries based on statements advocating criminal activity unless “there is no prospect of harm;”
• Expanded the investigative techniques the FBI could use during preliminary inquiries, barring only mail openings and non-consensual electronic surveillance; and
• Increased the time limits for preliminary inquiries to 180 days, with the possibility of two or more 90-day extensions. These changes meant the FBI could conduct intrusive investigations of people for an entire year, including infiltration by informants, without facts establishing a reasonable indication that anyone was breaking the law.

The Ashcroft guidelines also allowed FBI agents to conduct “general topical research” online and “visit any place and attend any event that is open to the public, on the same terms and conditions as members of the public generally.” The FBI later claimed this authority did not require the FBI agents attending public meetings to identify themselves as government officials. Attempting to assuage concerns that the FBI would misuse this expanded authority by targeting First Amendment-protected activity, FBI Director Robert Mueller said in 2002 that the FBI had no plans to infiltrate mosques. Nonetheless, in the ensuing years there was a sharp increase in the FBI's controversial use of informants as *agents provocateur* in mosques and other Muslim community organizations. In 2009, Director Mueller defended these tactics and said he did not expect the Obama administration to require any change in FBI policies: “I would not expect that we would in any way take our foot off the pedal of addressing counterterrorism.”

After 9/11, the FBI also increased the number of FBI agents assigned to terrorism matters and rapidly expanded its network of Joint Terrorism Task Forces, in which other federal, state, and local agencies provide additional human resources for terrorism investigations. Today it has 103 Task Forces across the country, employing approximately 4,400 members of federal, state, and local law enforcement; the intelligence community; and the military.

### 2. Evidence of FBI Spying on Political Activists

Concerned that the combination of expanded authorities and additional resources devoted to terrorism investigations would result in renewed political spying, ACLU affiliates around the country filed FOIA requests in 2004, 2005, and 2006 seeking FBI surveillance records regarding dozens of political advocacy and religious organizations and individual activists. The FBI response revealed that FBI terrorism investigators from a variety of different field offices had collected information about peaceful political activity of environmental activists, peace advocates, and faith-based groups that had nothing to do with terrorism.

These inappropriate FBI investigations targeted prominent advocacy organizations such as the School of the America's Watch, Greenpeace, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, the
Rocky Mountain Peace and Justice Center in Colorado, and the Thomas Merton Center for Peace and Justice in Pennsylvania, among many others. In a document that reads as if it were written during the Hoover era, an FBI agent describes the peace group Catholic Worker as having “semi-communistic ideology.” Environmental activist and self-described anarchist Scott Crow later submitted his own Privacy Act request to the FBI and received 440 pages of materials documenting FBI surveillance directed against him from 2001 through 2008. The FBI reports exposed the agents’ disdain for the activists they investigated, with one suggesting that non-violent direct action was an “oxymoron” and another stating that attendees at an activist camp “dressed like hippies” and “smelled of bad odor.”

3. 2010 Inspector General Report Confirms Spying and Lying

In response to a 2006 congressional request, the Justice Department Inspector General audited a small sample (six) of the multiple FBI investigations of domestic advocacy groups uncovered by the ACLU. In a report that wasn’t released until 2010, the Inspector General confirmed the FBI abused its authority in these cases and at times improperly collected and retained information detailing the activists’ First Amendment activities.

The Inspector General concluded that the FBI’s predicate for opening preliminary investigations against these advocacy groups and individuals was “factually weak.” In some cases, it was based on unpersuasive, “speculative, after-the-fact rationalizations,” because the files lacked the required documentation of the “information or allegation” to justify opening the case. But because the guidelines require such a low “information or allegation” standard for opening preliminary investigations, the Inspector General concluded that opening many of these fruitless and abusive FBI investigations did not initially violate Justice Department policy. Still, the Inspector General did find that the FBI violated the guidelines in some cases by:

- Extending some of these investigations “without adequate basis;”
- Initiating more intrusive full investigations when the facts only warranted preliminary investigations; and
- Retaining information about the groups’ First Amendment activities in FBI files, in violation of the Privacy Act.

Controversially, and despite the lack of proper documentation, the Inspector General determined that these investigations were not opened based “solely” on the groups’ political activities or beliefs, but rather upon the FBI agents’ speculation that the groups or individuals might commit a federal crime in the future. This conclusion appeared argumentative, however, because the Inspector General did not explain why the agents opened cases on these particular potential future criminals rather than any other potential future criminals, or whether political viewpoint was a significant factor in these decisions. The report conceded that the documents “gave the impression that the FBI’s Pittsburgh Field Division was focused on the [Thomas] Merton Center as a result of its anti-war views.” That such baseless investigations of political activists were
found to fall within Justice Department policy clearly reveals that the FBI guidelines’ prohibition against investigations based “solely” on First Amendment activity is insufficient to protect First Amendment rights.

Other abuses were identified. In one case, an FBI agent tasked an informant to infiltrate a peace group and to collect details of its First Amendment activities, just so the agent could demonstrate participation in the FBI’s informant program. The Inspector General also criticized the FBI for treating non-violence civil disobedience as “acts of terrorism,” which had real consequences for the activists, as FBI policy mandates that subjects of terrorism investigations be placed on terrorist watch lists. As a result, the FBI tracked their travel and advocacy activities as well as their interactions with local law enforcement. One activist the FBI investigated was handcuffed and detained during a traffic stop, which the officer justified by alleging the activist was “affiliated with a terrorist organization.”

Finally, the Inspector General found that after the ACLU released the records, FBI officials made false and misleading statements to Congress and the American public in an attempt to blunt the resulting criticism. The FBI Executive Secretariat Office responded to a citizen’s complaint about the inappropriate investigation of Catholic Worker by stating that the FBI only seeks to prevent violence and does not target “lawful civil disobedience,” even though the FBI files on Catholic Worker did document civil disobedience and made no reference to violence or terrorism. The false statements to Congress are discussed further below.

4. Mukasey Attorney General’s Guidelines

In December 2008, during the final weeks of the Bush administration, Attorney General Michael Mukasey issued revised Attorney General’s Guidelines that authorized the FBI to conduct a new type of investigation, called an “assessment,” which does not require FBI agents to establish any factual predicate before initiating investigations, so long as they claim their purpose is to prevent crime or terrorism or protect national security. The Mukasey guidelines allow the FBI to utilize a number of intrusive investigative techniques during assessments, including:

- Physical surveillance;
- Retrieving data from commercial databases;
- Recruiting and tasking informants to attend meetings under false pretenses;
- Engaging in “pretext” interviews in which FBI agents misrepresent their identities in order to elicit information; and
- Using grand jury subpoenas to collect subscriber information from telecommunications companies.

Under the Mukasey guidelines, “assessments” can even be conducted against an individual simply to determine if he or she would make a suitable FBI informant. Nothing in the new guidelines protects entirely innocent Americans from being thoroughly investigated by the FBI.
under this assessment authority. The new guidelines also explicitly authorize the surveillance and infiltration of peaceful advocacy groups in advance of demonstrations, and they do not clearly prohibit using race, religion, or national origin as factors in initiating assessments, so long as investigations are not based “solely” on such factors.  

A 2009 FBI Counterterrorism Division “Baseline Collection Plan” obtained by the ACLU reveals the broad scope of information the FBI gathers during assessments:

- Identifying information (date of birth, social security number, driver’s license and passport number, etc.);
- Telephone and email addresses;
- Current and previous addresses;
- Current employer and job title;
- Recent travel history;
- Whether the person lives with other adults, possesses special licenses or permits, or has received specialized training; and
- Whether the person has purchased firearms or explosives.

The FBI claims the authority to retain all the personal information it collects during these investigations indefinitely, even if the people being assessed are found to be innocent.

The New York Times reported that the FBI opened 82,325 assessments on individuals and groups from March 2009 to March 2011, yet only 3,315 of these assessments developed information sufficient to justify opening preliminary or full investigations. That so few assessments discovered any information or allegation that would meet even the low threshold for opening a preliminary investigation makes clear that the FBI investigated tens of thousands of entirely innocent people under its assessment authority. Moreover, at the conclusion of an assessment or investigation, after “all significant intelligence has been collected, and/or the threat is otherwise resolved,” the FBI’s Baseline Collection Plan authorizes agents to implement a so-called “disruption strategy,” which permits FBI agents to continue using investigative techniques “including arrests, interviews, or source-directed operations to effectively disrupt [a] subject’s activities.” This resurrection of reviled Hoover-era terminology is troubling, particularly because FBI counterterrorism training manuals recently obtained by the ACLU indicate the FBI is once again improperly characterizing First Amendment-protected activities as indicators of dangerousness.

C. FBI Profiling Based on Race, Ethnicity, Religion and National Origin

Ironically, the FBI’s authority to profile based on race, ethnicity, religion, and national origin was enhanced by Justice Department guidance that claimed to ban profiling in federal law enforcement. When issuing the Justice Department Guidance Regarding the Use of Race by Federal Law Enforcement Agencies in 2003, Attorney General Ashcroft said, “[u]sing race… as
a proxy for potential criminal behavior is unconstitutional and undermines law enforcement by undermining the confidence that people have in law enforcement.”\textsuperscript{79} The ACLU couldn’t have agreed more.

But while the guidance prohibited federal agents from considering race or ethnicity “to any degree” in making routine or spontaneous law enforcement decisions (absent a specific subject description), it also included broad exemptions for national security and border integrity investigations, and it did not prohibit profiling based on religion or national origin.\textsuperscript{80} Allowing profiling in border integrity investigations disproportionately impacts Latino communities, just as profiling in national security investigations has led to inappropriate targeting of Muslims, Sikhs; and people of Arab, Middle Eastern, and South Asian descent. And given the diversity of the American Muslim population, the failure to ban religious profiling specifically threatens African Americans as well, who comprise from one-quarter to one-third of American Muslims.\textsuperscript{81} In effect, Attorney General Ashcroft’s ban on racial profiling had the perverse effect of tacitly authorizing the profiling of almost every minority community in the U.S.

1. The FBI Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide

An internal FBI guide to implementing the 2008 Attorney General’s Guidelines, called the Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide (DIOG), contains startling revelations about how the FBI is using race and ethnicity in conducting assessments and investigations.\textsuperscript{82} While the DIOG repeats the Attorney General’s Guidelines’ requirement that investigative and intelligence collection activities must not be based “solely” on race, it asserts that FBI agents are authorized to use race and ethnicity when conducting what it calls “domain management” assessments.

Through this program, the FBI allows:

• “Collecting and analyzing racial and ethnic community demographics.” The DIOG authorizes the FBI to “identify locations of concentrated ethnic communities in the Field Office's domain, if these locations will reasonably aid in the analysis of potential threats and vulnerabilities, and, overall, assist domain awareness for the purpose of performing intelligence analysis… Similarly, the locations of ethnically-oriented businesses and other facilities may be collected…”\textsuperscript{83}

• Collecting “specific and relevant” racial and ethnic behavior. Though the DIOG prohibits “the collection of cultural and behavioral information about an ethnic community that bears no relationship to a valid investigative or analytical need,” it allows FBI agents to consider “focused behavioral characteristics reasonably believed to be associated with a particular criminal or terrorist element of an ethnic community” as well as “behavioral and cultural information about ethnic or racial communities” that may be exploited by criminals or terrorists “who hide within those communities.”\textsuperscript{84}

• “Geo-mapping.” The DIOG states that “As a general rule, if information about community demographics may be collected it may be ‘mapped.’”\textsuperscript{85}
The DIOG’s instruction that the FBI may collect, use, and map the demographic information of racial and ethnic communities raises concerns that, once these communities are identified and mapped, the FBI will target them for additional intelligence gathering or investigation based primarily, if not entirely, on their racial and ethnic makeup.

Treating entire communities as suspect based on their racial, ethnic, or religious makeup offends American values. It’s also counterproductive to effective law enforcement. In fact, an FBI official publicly criticized an equally inappropriate NYPD surveillance and mapping operation targeting Muslims throughout the northeast for undermining law enforcement relations with the community.\textsuperscript{86} Newark FBI Special Agent in Charge Michael Ward called the NYPD program “not effective,” saying there should be “an articulable factual basis” for intelligence collection and that “there’s no correlation between the location of houses of worship and minority-owned businesses and counterterrorism.”\textsuperscript{87} Unfortunately the FBI is not following his advice.

The FBI unilaterally amended the DIOG in October 2011, giving its agents powers that are not authorized in the current Attorney General’s Guidelines issued in 2008.\textsuperscript{88} These new powers include blanket permission for agents to search law enforcement and commercial databases without even opening an assessment on the person searched or documenting why the search was performed. The 2011 DIOG amendments also authorized FBI agents to search peoples’ trash during an assessment to find derogatory information to pressure them into becoming informants. Since the 2008 Attorney General’s Guidelines did not grant these powers, it is difficult to see where the FBI finds authorization for these activities.

The FBI secretly amended the DIOG again in June 2012.\textsuperscript{89} Only one section of this new guide has been released, pursuant to an ACLU FOIA request regarding the FBI’s policy for obtaining stored e-mails. One substantive change from the 2011 DIOG removes the requirement for FBI agents to specify in affidavits submitted to judges for criminal wiretap warrants whether the interception implicates sensitive circumstances, such as whether it targets public officials or religious leaders.\textsuperscript{90} A new subsection requires the agents to discuss the sensitive circumstances with Justice Department prosecutors, but failing to advise the judge evaluating the warrant request would seem to improperly withhold potentially important information that could impact the probable cause determination. It is unknown why this change was made.

2. FBI Racial and Ethnic Mapping

In 2010, ACLU affiliates throughout the country issued FOIA requests to obtain information about how the FBI’s domain management program operates. Although heavily redacted, the documents received from a number of different field offices demonstrate that FBI analysts make judgments based on crude stereotypes about the types of crimes different racial and ethnic groups commit, which they then use to justify collecting demographic data to map where people with that racial or ethnic makeup live. The DIOG claims that collecting community racial and ethnic data and the location of ethnic-oriented businesses and facilities is permitted to “contribute to an
awareness of threats and vulnerabilities, and intelligence collection opportunities,” which raises concerns the FBI is seeking to identify these racial and ethnic communities to target them for intelligence collection and investigation in a disparate manner from other communities.  

For example, a Detroit FBI field office memorandum entitled “Detroit Domain Management” asserts that “[b]ecause Michigan has a large Middle-Eastern and Muslim population, it is prime territory for attempted radicalization and recruitment” by State Department-designated terrorist groups that originate in the Middle East and Southeast Asia.  

Based on this unsubstantiated assertion of a potential threat of recruitment by terrorist groups on the other side of the world, the Detroit FBI opened a “domain assessment” to collect and map information on all Muslims and people of Middle-Eastern descent in Michigan, treating all of them as suspect based on nothing more than their race, religion, and national origin. Collecting information about the entire Middle-Eastern and Muslim communities in Michigan is unjust, a violation of civil rights and an affront to religious freedom and American values. It’s also a surprisingly ignorant approach for an intelligence agency, because it ignores the fact that many Michigan Muslims are not Middle Eastern or South Asian. The Muslim community is incredibly diverse, and almost than a third of Michigan Muslims is African-American.  

Treating Muslim communities as monolithic, and universally suspect, isn’t good intelligence; it’s religious bigotry.

Other documents confirm that the FBI is targeting American Muslims and their religious institutions for intelligence attention through its Domain Management program. Below is a sample of a redacted FBI Knoxville domain management map:
Unfortunately, this type of targeting based on broad-brush racial, ethnic, religious, and national origin stereotyping appears in many different types of domain assessments focusing on a wide array of groups.

A 2009 Atlanta FBI Intelligence memorandum documents population increases among “black/African American populations in Georgia” from 2000 to 2007 in an effort to better understand the purported terrorist threat from “Black Separatist” groups. A 2009 FBI memo justifies opening a domain assessment of Chinese communities by stating that “San Francisco domain is home to one of the oldest Chinatowns in North America and one of the largest ethnic Chinese populations outside mainland China,” and “[w]ithin this community there has been organized crime for generations.” The same memo justifies mapping the “sizable Russian population” in the region by referencing the existence of “Russian criminal enterprises operating within the San Francisco domain.” Several documents from FBI offices in Alabama, New Jersey, Georgia, and California indicate the FBI conducted overly-broad assessments that include tracking communities based on race and national origin to examine threats posed by the criminal gang Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13). While MS-13 certainly represents a criminal threat meriting law enforcement concern, the documents reveal that the FBI uses the fact that MS-13 was originally started by Salvadoran immigrants to justify collecting population data for communities.
originating from other Spanish-speaking countries, including Mexico, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Colombia, and from the U.S. territory of Puerto Rico, even though the FBI acknowledges MS-13 admits “non-Hispanic individuals.”

Targeting entire communities for investigation based on racial and ethnic stereotypes is not just unconstitutional, it produces flawed intelligence. The FBI should focus on actual criminal suspects and national security threats, not mapping entire communities based on racial stereotypes.

3. Innocent Victims of Aggressive Investigation and Surveillance

The FBI’s overbroad and aggressive use of its investigative and surveillance powers, and its willingness to employ “disruption strategies” against subjects not charged with crimes can have serious, adverse impacts on innocent Americans. Being placed under investigation creates an intense psychological, and often financial, burden on the people under the microscope and their families, even when they are never charged with a crime. All the more so when a heinous crime like terrorism is alleged, and when the investigators are convinced the subject of their investigation is guilty but they just don’t have the evidence necessary for arrest. During the FBI’s relentless investigation of the 2001 anthrax attacks, for instance, The New York Times reported that several people falling under suspicion lost jobs, were placed on watch lists, had citizenship and visa applications denied, and personal relationships destroyed. The FBI publicly hounded bioterrorism researcher Steven Hatfill for over a year, following him so closely with up to eight FBI surveillance cars that one of them once ran over his foot. FBI officials later acknowledged Hatfill was completely innocent, and the Justice Department paid him $4.6 million in damages. The FBI then turned its sites on another researcher, Bruce Ivins, who suffered a mental breakdown and committed suicide. The National Research Council has since questioned the strength of the scientific evidence supporting the FBI’s case against Ivins, but the FBI considers the case closed.

Such deleterious effects can be felt not just by the individuals who come under law enforcement suspicion, but by entire communities. A groundbreaking 1993 study in the United Kingdom by professor Paddy Hillyard documented how emergency anti-terrorism measures treated the Irish living in Britain and Northern Ireland differently in both law and police practice from the rest of the population, effectively marking them as a “suspect community.” The study found the British anti-terrorism practices inflicted physical, mental, and financial effects on the Irish community at large, not just those directly targeted, and had a suppressive effect on “perfectly legitimate political activity and debate around the Northern Ireland question.”

There is evidence U.S. anti-terrorism enforcement and intelligence efforts are having similar effects on the American Muslim community. In 2009, the ACLU documented the chilling effect aggressive enforcement of anti-terrorism financing laws was having on American Muslim religious practices, particularly in suppressing mosque attendance and charitable giving, which is
important tenet of Islam. One donor to a Muslim charity interviewed for the ACLU report said:

Our whole community was approached by the FBI about donations. They’ve intimidated our whole community… They’ve been asking about every single Muslim charity. Everyone is aware of this. People aren’t giving as much as they should be giving, because of this.

In 2013, civil rights and police accountability groups in New York published a report detailing how an NYPD surveillance program targeting Muslim communities throughout the northeast suppressed Muslims’ religious, political, and associational activities. Treating entire communities as suspect because of their race, ethnicity, religion, or national origin violates individual rights and American values and undermines effective law enforcement.

D. Unrestrained Data Collection and Data Mining

The FBI has also claimed the authority to sweep up voluminous amounts of information independent of assessments or investigations. The FBI obtains this data—often containing personally identifiable information—from open or public source materials; federal, state, or local government databases or pervasive information sharing programs; and private companies and then amasses it in huge data bases where it is mined for a multitude of purposes.

1. eGuardian and Suspicious Activity Reports

In 2009, the FBI established a new database called eGuardian to collect reports of “suspicious” behavior generated by state and local law enforcement agencies to be shared broadly with other federal law enforcement agencies, the Department of Homeland Security, and the intelligence community. Like many other suspicious activity reporting (SAR) programs, the standards governing the definition of “suspicious” conduct for reporting to eGuardian are extremely vague and over-broad, making it likely that reports will be based on racial or religious profiling or other bias, rather than objectively reasonable indications of wrongdoing.

The 2008 FBI press release announcing the eGuardian program suggested that people photographing the Brooklyn Bridge or the Washington Monument should be reported. Few eGuardian SARs have been made public, but based on what other SAR programs produce, it is likely that particular religious, racial, and ethnic communities are disproportionately targeted and inappropriately reported for engaging in so-called suspicious activity. National Public Radio and the Center for Investigative Reporting reviewed more than 1,000 pages of SARs submitted from security officials at Minnesota’s Mall of America and found that “almost two-thirds of the ‘suspicious’ people whom the Mall reported to local police were minorities.”

It is also clear that eGuardian has become a repository for improperly collected information about First Amendment-protected activities. In 2007, the Pentagon shuttered its Threat and Local
Observation (TALON) database system, which collected reports of suspicious activity near military bases, after media reports revealed that it included information about innocent and constitutionally-protected activity such as anti-war meetings and protests. The Pentagon office that ran TALON was closed, but the improperly collected data collected was turned over to the FBI, and the military now provides SARs directly to eGuardian.

While eGuardian has been established to collect reports “that appear to have a potential nexus to terrorism” — an already inappropriately low standard — even information the FBI deems “inconclusive” can be retained for five years, searched, and used for “pattern and trend analysis.” The value of retaining such innocuous data on Americans’ behavior is highly questionable and may even harm efforts to identify threats by overwhelming analysts with large volumes of irrelevant data. A George Washington University Homeland Security Policy Institute survey of state and local law enforcement officials who worked with SARs called them “white noise” that impeded effective intelligence analysis.

Another major problem is that eGuardian effectively competes with another federal government SAR. The Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 established the Information Sharing Environment (ISE) to serve as the conduit for terrorism-related information sharing between state and local law enforcement and the federal government. A March 2013 Government Accountability Office report found that though the two programs share information between them, eGuardian uses a lower evidentiary threshold for inclusion of SARs, which creates risks and privacy problems.

The Government Accountability Office found that “many fusion centers have decided not to automatically share all of their ISE-SARs with eGuardian” because eGuardian doesn’t meet ISE standards. One fusion center said it would never provide SARs to eGuardian because of the fusion center’s privacy policy. The Government Accountability Office also found that the two systems “have overlapping goals and offer duplicative services.” This duplicity wastes resources and creates a risk that potential threats fall between the cracks.

Though the SAR programs have been operational for years, neither the ISE Program Manager nor the FBI track whether SAR programs deter terrorist activities or assist in the detection, arrests, or conviction of terrorists, and they have not developed performance measures to determine whether these programs have a positive impact on homeland security.

2. Mining Big Data

The FBI also has much larger databases, and more ambitious data mining programs, but it goes to great lengths to mask these programs from congressional and public oversight. An FBI budget request for fiscal year 2008 said the FBI had amassed databases containing 1.5 billion records, and two members of Congress described documents predicting the FBI would have 6 billion records by 2012, which they said would represent “20 separate ‘records’ for each man, woman and child in the United States.”
On October 29, 2001, President Bush directed the attorney general to establish a Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force (Tracking Task Force) to deny aliens “associated with, suspected of being engaged in, or supporting terrorist activity” entry into the U.S. and to “locate, detain, prosecute and deport any such aliens” already in the country. But this mission quickly expanded as the Tracking Task Force was transferred to the FBI and began ingesting larger and larger data sets. The Justice Department’s 2007 data mining report, required by the Patriot Reauthorization Act of 2005, revealed the existence of the Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force “Data Mart.” The report said the Data Mart included data from government agencies, including the Terrorist Screening Center Database and the Department of Homeland Security’s I-94 database, and commercial data from the Airlines Reporting Corporation and private data aggregation companies Choicepoint and Accurint. The data mining report acknowledged these databases contained U.S. person information, but it maintained that the focus of Tracking Task Force data mining queries was on identifying “foreign terrorists.” The report clarified, however, that if the FBI’s data mining tools establish high “risk scores” for U.S. persons the Tracking Task Force analysts “may look at them to see if they have derogatory information.”

But the FBI had even bigger plans. In 2007, it submitted a budget request seeking $100 million over three years to establish the National Security Analysis Center, which would combine the Tracking Task Force with the largest FBI data set, the Investigative Data Warehouse. The Investigative Data Warehouse contains all intelligence and investigative data collected by the FBI across all of its programs, along with “other government agency data and open source news feeds.” This data includes, for example, well over a million suspicious activity reports filed by financial institutions each year as required by the Bank Secrecy Act, which was expanded by the Patriot Act to include car dealerships, casinos, pawn shops, and even the post office. The FBI ingests this data directly from the Treasury Department for inclusion in the Investigative Data Warehouse, along with an additional 14 million currency transaction reports submitted annually to document cash transactions over $10,000.

By combining the Investigative Data Warehouse with the Tracking Task Force, the National Security Analysis Center would have access to 1.5 billion records. And based on the budget request, the FBI clearly wanted to obtain more. Congress instead requested a Government Accountability Office audit of the National Security Analysis Center, but the FBI refused to give the auditors access to the program. Congress temporarily pulled funding for the National Security Analysis Center in 2008 because of this impasse, but there has been little public discussion about it since. A 2013 Inspector General report says the Tracking Task Force “incorporated” the National Security Analysis Center and its datasets and expanded its role.

Today the Tracking Task Force has 360 staff members, mostly analysts and contractors, and an annual budget of $54 million. It runs 40 separate projects, and despite its name, no longer limits its mission to the detection of foreign terrorists. According to a 2013 Inspector General report, the Tracking Task Force runs a program called “Scarecrow” that targets “financial schemes” used by U.S. citizens who may be affiliated with the “Sovereign Citizen” movement, a
“FINDUS” project to find known or suspected terrorists within the U.S, and a Traveler Assessment Project “to help identify and assess unknown individuals who may have links to terrorism.” According to a 2012 Systems of Records Notice covering all FBI data warehouses, the information in these systems can be shared broadly, even with foreign entities and private companies, and for a multitude of law enforcement and non-law enforcement purposes.

But scientists challenge whether pattern-based data mining to identify potential terrorist threats is a viable methodology. A 2008 study by the National Research Council of the National Academies of Sciences funded by the Department of Homeland Security concluded that “[a]utomated terrorist identification is not technically feasible because the notion of an anomalous pattern—in the absence of some well-defined ideas of what might constitute a threatening pattern—is likely to be associated with many more benign activities than terrorist activities.” The National Research Council pointed out that the number of false leads produced by such a system would exhaust security resources and have severe consequences for the privacy of multitudes of innocent people. The study concluded, “[t]he degree to which privacy is compromised is fundamentally related to the sciences of database technology and statistics as well as to policy and process." Given these scientific limitations and privacy implications of using pattern-based data mining to identify potential terrorists, the National Research Council recommended that agencies be required to employ a systematic process to evaluate the “effectiveness, lawfulness and consistency with U.S. values” of such automated systems before they are deployed and be subjected to “robust, independent oversight” thereafter.

Tracking Task Force operations do not appear to have been subjected to such systematic evaluation or scrutiny, and as a result the FBI wastes resources on false leads that threaten privacy and security. In a heavily redacted section of the 2013 report’s discussion of its effectiveness, the Inspector General concluded that:

- The Tracking Task Force “did not always provide FBI field offices with timely and relevant information,” which caused an “inefficient use of field office resources;”
- The Tracking Task Force “rarely made” updates to the Traveler Assessment program (despite an FBI policy that requires them every 90 days) and “may have been providing field offices with traveler threat information that was not consistent with the FBI’s current threat picture;” and
- FBI supervisors received Tracking Task Force leads based on information they had already seen, including some they had provided to Tracking Task Force in the first place.

An intriguing redaction in the report’s discussion of a Tracking Task Force lead sent to the Phoenix FBI office appears to identify a recurring problem regarding the dissemination of a particular type of information. FBI agents investigating the lead were “unable to determine the individual’s nexus to terrorism,” and the Inspector General concluded that the Tracking Task Force should “continue to work on minimizing the dissemination of [REDACTED].” This
warning about potentially inappropriate dissemination is remarkable because FBI and Justice
Department officials overseeing the Tracking Task Force claimed that they have “not
encountered any privacy-related issues or problems.” 140

The Inspector General’s statement likely says more about the lack of effective oversight rather
than the lack of privacy-related problems. With the plethora of information in the Data Mart and
its broad dissemination throughout the law enforcement and intelligence communities, it is hard
to imagine that no privacy issues were ever raised. Indeed, the Inspector General went on to
describe the FBI’s four-year resistance to the Justice Department’s Acting Privacy Officer’s
demands to update the Tracking Task Force’s Privacy Impact Assessment, which was required
by the E-Government Act of 2002. Despite the privacy officer’s objections, the FBI continued
operating the Tracking Task Force Data Mart during this period without an approved Privacy
Impact Assessment, reflecting both an official disregard for privacy laws and internal
oversight. 141

3. Real Threats Still Slipping Through the Cracks

There is troubling evidence that the flood of information coming into the FBI as a result of its
lower evidentiary requirements for investigation and intelligence collection is overwhelming its
agents and analysts. Rather than helping them “connect the dots,” it appears these overbroad data
collection programs are impairing the FBI’s ability to properly assess and respond to threat
information it receives. While no law enforcement or intelligence agency could reasonably be
expected to prevent every terrorist act, several recent attacks by individuals who were previously
identified to the intelligence community or investigated by the FBI require a sober evaluation of
whether the FBI’s broad information collection and data mining methodologies are inundating it
with false positives that obscure real threats. In a letter to the FBI seeking records regarding its
2011 investigation of apparent Boston marathon bomber Tamerlan Tsarnaev, House Homeland
Security Committee Chairman Michael McCaul (R-Texas) and Rep. Peter King (R-N.Y.) pointed
out that this was the sixth terrorist attack by a person who was previously known to the FBI or
CIA. 142

These included Chicagoan David Headley, who travelled freely back and forth to Pakistani
terrorist training camps over several years, and then to Mumbai, India, where he conducted
surveillance in preparation for the 2008 terrorist attacks by Lashkar-e-Taiba gunmen, which
killed 166 people, including four Americans. Headley was already well-known to federal law
enforcement according to an investigative report by Pro Publica, as he had felony drug
convictions in the U.S. and later worked as a DEA informant. 143 Pro Publica’s reporting reveals
the FBI had numerous warnings from different individuals over several years that Headley was
involved in terrorism. The FBI received its first tip that Headley was a terrorist shortly after 9/11,
but closed its investigation based on his denials. The following year the Philadelphia FBI
received a second warning from a family friend that Headley was involved with Pakistani
militants. An agent performed a records check and closed the case without interviewing Headley.
In 2005, Headley’s Canadian wife called an FBI terror tip line and told the FBI about Headley’s involvement with the Pakistani terrorist group. She was interviewed several times but Headley was not. In 2007, Headley’s second wife, in Pakistan, contacted the U.S. Embassy in Islamabad and told State Department security and U.S. Customs officers about Headley’s involvement with the terrorist group, which they in turn reported to the FBI. The FBI received another tip shortly after the Mumbai attacks, from a friend of Headley’s mother. FBI attempts to interview Headley were thwarted by a relative who falsely asserted that Headley was in Pakistan. Finally, in 2009 British intelligence identified him meeting with al Qaeda associates in Britain, and the FBI tracked him across Europe and back to the U.S., where he was arrested after a few months of investigation.

The second incident involved Abdulhakim Mujahid Muhammad, also known as Carlos Bledsoe, an American citizen and former gang member with a minor criminal record. In 2009, Muhammad shot two Army recruiters in Little Rock, Ark., in a self-described terrorist attack, killing one. Muhammad was known to the FBI because he had been arrested in Yemen the year before for possessing a false Somali passport and explosives manuals. An FBI agent reportedly interviewed Muhammad twice, once in the Yemeni jail and again upon his return to the U.S. According to ABC News, the Joint Terrorism Task Force opened a preliminary investigation of Muhammad when he returned from Yemen, yet he amassed an arsenal of weapons and successfully attacked the recruiting station without being detected by the investigating agents. He was arrested by local police shortly after the attack.

While hindsight is always 20-20, these cases show critical information is still falling through the cracks at the FBI, even after years of expanding resources and investigative authorities. These cases demonstrate that the FBI’s increased data collection activities may be doing more harm than good, as the constant response to false leads resulting from dubious “suspicious activity reports” and data mining programs makes it more difficult for agents to identify true threats that come into the FBI.

Another example involves the 2009 shooting incident in Ft. Hood, Texas, in which Army psychiatrist Major Nidal Hasan killed 13 fellow soldiers. The FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force in Washington, D.C., conducted an assessment of Hasan earlier that year in response to a lead sent from the San Diego office after agents intercepted two e-mails he sent to Anwar al-Aulaqi beginning in late 2008. According to an analysis of the investigation conducted by former FBI and CIA director William Webster, San Diego FBI officials received, evaluated, and catalogued 14 other email messages from Hasan to Aulaqi, and two responses from Aulaqi, but did not recognize the link to the original e-mails that sparked the assessment of Hasan, nor advise the D.C. Task Force officer of these additional communications. The Webster Commission later determined that Hasan’s e-mails did not reveal “any suggestion of impending wrongdoing by Hasan,” though it said that knowledge of these additional e-mails “would have undermined the assumption that Hasan had contacted Aulaqi simply to research Islam,” which may have justified further investigation.
In a section of the report subtitled “the data explosion,” the Webster Commission identified the “exponential growth in the amount of electronically stored information” as a critical challenge for the FBI. It concluded that the D.C. Joint Terrorism Task Force officer’s assessment of Hasan was “belated, incomplete, and rushed, primarily because of their workload.” Similarly, the Commission found the San Diego agent and analyst assigned to the Aulaqi investigation were responsible for evaluating almost 30,000 electronic documents by the time of the Ft. Hood shooting, which averaged over 1,500 per month, or from 70 to 130 per work day. The Commission called this pace “relentless” and suggested the failures in the Hasan investigation were “a stark example of the impact of the data explosion” on the FBI.

National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) Director Michael Leiter similarly cited the daily intake of data into intelligence community data bases in explaining why the NCTC failed to identify attempted so-called underwear bomber Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab as a threat, despite warnings it received from his father. In attempting to put the failure in “context,” Leiter said the NCTC receives over 5,000 pieces of information and places more than 350 people on the terrorist watch list each day. Such a deluge of information leads to bloated watch lists that can’t be properly managed and therefore become meaningless. Abdulmutallab had been identified as a known or suspected terrorist in the FBI’s Terrorist Identities Datamart Environment (TIDE) database, but was not placed on the No Fly List or the Selectee list, which would have subjected him to additional screening. A later Senate Homeland Security Committee investigation found DHS officials “skeptical” of the value of TIDE due to concerns over the quality of data it contained, which they claimed included a two-year-old child and the Ford Motor Company.

The FBI also conducted a three-month assessment of Tamerlan Tsarnaev based on a March 2011 warning from the Russian government that he had developed radical views and planned to travel to Russia to join “underground” groups. Rep. William Keating (D-Mass.), who saw the information provided in the letter during a trip to meet with the Russian security services, said the warning contained detailed information, including that Tsarnaev “wanted to join Palestinian fighters” before deciding to go to Dagestan instead because he knew the language. The FBI’s assessment reportedly determined Tsarnaev was not a threat, and it closed in June 2011 (some media reports suggested that FBI rules required closing the assessment after 90 days, but neither the FBI DIOG nor the Attorney General’s Guidelines place time limits on assessments). The FBI did place Tsarnaev on terrorism watch lists, however, despite closing the investigation. As a result, Joint Terrorism Task Force officials received alerts when Tsarnaev left for Russia in early 2012 and when he returned six months later, but the FBI did not renew its investigation.

Predicting future dangerousness is all but an impossible task, and it is entirely possible that even Tsarnaev himself could not have predicted in 2011 that he would commit a terrorist attack in 2013. FBI agents cannot be expected to be fortune tellers. But reviewing the facts of this matter is important to determine whether current FBI practices are effective, as Rep. McCaul and Rep. King suggested.
The FBI said its investigation of Tsarnaev was one of over 1,000 assessments the Boston Joint Terrorism Task Force completed in 2011 alone. Just as in the Hasan case, this torrid pace may have diminished the quality of the Tsarnaev assessment. The agents may have also been distracted fulfilling the data collection requirements of the FBI’s “baseline collection plan,” rather than concentrating on establishing evidence of a possible crime.

Another potentially crucial mistake is that the FBI appears to have focused more on evaluating the first allegation in the Russian warning, that Tsarnaev had developed radical views, rather than the second, which alleged that he planned to travel to Russia to join “underground” groups. Determining whether Tsarnaev held “radical” views would have been inappropriate for a U.S. law enforcement agency that respects the First Amendment and difficult to measure in any event, particularly given the FBI’s flawed model of terrorist radicalization. But the allegation regarding Tsarnaev’s plans to travel to Russia to join an underground group involved actionable intelligence about potentially illegal activity, as U.S. law prohibits providing material support to designated international terrorist groups. This allegation presented a fact question that the FBI could determine was either true or not true. But Tsarnaev’s travel to Russia six months later inexplicably did not trigger a renewed investigation. The FBI did place Tsarnaev on the TIDE watch list, which at that point contained over 700,000 names, and on another watch list called the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS), which is designed to alert Customs agents when a targeted subject travels abroad. Tsarnaev’s travel to Russia six months later reportedly “pinged” the TECS system and alerted the Joint Terrorism Task Force members, as did his July 2012 return, but neither resulted in a renewed investigation. This may be the most damning evidence against the FBI’s overbroad approach to watch listing. Law enforcement officers repeatedly flooded with false positives from bloated watch lists become trained to ignore hits rather than respond to them. If the FBI’s assessment of Tsarnaev was properly focused on whether he planned to join underground groups in Russia, his travel there would have raised alarms and a different result may have been possible.

Perhaps even more troubling, recent media reports indicate Tsarnaev may be implicated in a grisly triple murder in Waltham, Mass., on September 11, 2011, which occurred after the FBI assessment ended but before Tsarnaev travelled to Russia in January 2012. Tsarnaev’s potential involvement in serious criminal activity years before the Boston bombing raises additional questions for policymakers about the appropriate distribution of law enforcement resources. According to FBI crime data, in 2011 less than half of the 1.2 million violent crimes in the U.S. were solved through arrest or positive identification of the perpetrator. Included in these unsolved crimes were over a third of the murders committed in 2011 and over 58 percent of the forcible rapes. These numbers have remained fairly consistent over the last several years, even as intelligence activities directed against innocent Americans have increased. It is important to recognize that terrorism is a heinous crime with serious emotional and economic consequences, but it is still worth examining whether diverting the resources currently spent on
overbroad and ineffective suspicionless intelligence collection programs to helping police solve violent crimes would make all American communities safer as a result.

It is also important to note that the FBI has successfully investigated and prosecuted hundreds of defendants charged with terrorism-related offences both before and after 9/11, so it clearly has the tools and the competence necessary to address this problem. But given the impact its increased post-9/11 domestic intelligence powers have on American liberty, we cannot just trust the FBI that these authorities are necessary or effective. What becomes clear from reviewing the terrorist events the FBI failed to interdict is that the data explosion created by its lowered investigative and intelligence collection standards often impairs rather than enhances its ability to identify real threats. As the National Research Council recommended, the government should have to demonstrate the effectiveness of new counterterrorism policies and programs before they are implemented and subject them to strict legal limits and rigorous oversight to protect constitutional rights and privacy.

Preventing every possible terrorist attack is an unrealistic and unreachable goal, yet this imperative drives many of the overzealous collection programs that threaten privacy and civil liberties, even as they fail to produce tangible security benefits. It is time for policy makers and intelligence officials to conduct evidence-based evaluations of all counterterrorism programs and policies to end any that are ineffective or improperly infringe on constitutional rights.

4. Mining Bigger Data: The NCTC Guidelines

Another sign the Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force data mining programs are not effective came in March 2012, when the attorney general and director of National Intelligence announced dramatic changes to the National Counterterrorism Center’s (NCTC) guidelines to allow it to collect, use, and retain records on U.S. citizens and permanent residents with no suspected ties to terrorism. This wholesale rewrite of intelligence policy, approved over the objection of Department of Homeland Security and Justice Department privacy officers, upended decades-old protections of U.S. person information, subjecting potentially millions of innocent Americans to unjustified scrutiny by the intelligence community. Under the new rules, the NCTC can swallow up entire government databases—regardless of the number of innocent Americans included—and use the information in myriad ways, including pattern-based data mining, for five years. Such unfettered collection is essentially a revival of the Bush administration's Total Information Awareness program, which Congress largely defunded in 2003 because of privacy concerns. These privacy concerns have only increased over the last ten years, as Americans have become even more dependent on advanced information technology. But given the FBI’s close collaboration with the NCTC, these changes also raise serious questions about whether the Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force program is effective. If the costly Tracking Task Force data mining programs work there would be no need for NCTC to build another system to accomplish the same task.
5. Exploitation of New Technologies

The FBI is also exploiting new technological developments in troubling ways. A tax fraud prosecution in Arizona revealed that the FBI has been failing to inform judges about the particularly invasive nature of “Stingray” devices when it seeks to obtain court orders for location information.166 Stingray is a brand name for an IMSI catcher, which is a device that obtains identifying information from mobile communication devices—known as international mobile subscriber identity information—by mimicking a cell-phone tower. The IMSI catcher accomplishes this task in a particularly invasive way: by sending signals to all cell phones in the vicinity, including within people’s homes, and tricking them into sending signals back to the IMSI catcher. Because it mimics a cell phone tower, the IMSI catcher can intercept the content of communications in addition to the identifying information, and the precise location of the mobile device.

The ACLU of Northern California obtained Justice Department documents showing the FBI has been obtaining pen register orders—which authorize the government to obtain telephone numbers called from and received by a particular mobile device based on a relevance determination—to obtain location data using IMSI catchers, without telling the magistrate judges that this invasive technology would be used.167 The documents make clear the FBI has routinely used these misleading tactics to conceal its use of this technology over the course of several years.

6. Secret Spying and Secret Law

The public doesn’t know the full extent of the FBI’s domestic surveillance activities because so much of it takes place in secret, and Sen. Wyden has warned his colleagues that many of them don’t know either, because the government secretly interprets laws in ways that expand its collection authorities beyond the plain language in the law.168 As discussed above, we know the Justice Department has a secret interpretation of the Patriot Act and a secret OLC opinion re-interpreting Electronic Communications Privacy Act, and we know that at times the intelligence community has disregarded the law entirely.169 We also know that the FBI cooperates with other federal intelligence agencies as well as state and local law enforcement agencies and private entities to enhance its ability to obtain and analyze data about Americans. But official secrecy bars us from knowing all we should—and it is not unreasonable to assume that’s exactly the way the government wants it. In a democratic society governed by the rule of law, the public has a need and a right to know the legal parameters regulating government’s surveillance of its citizenry.

Secret intelligence activities are particularly odious to a free society because they enable the circumvention of traditional legal and constitutional protections against government violations of individual rights. As the Senate Committee examining the FBI’s intelligence abuses in the 1970s explained, a victim of illegal spying “may never suspect that his misfortunes are the intended
result of activities undertaken by his government, and accordingly may have no opportunity to challenge the actions taken against him.”

An FBI training presentation obtained by Wired Magazine entitled, “Unique Aspects of the Intelligence Profession,” provides a glimpse of the impunity from legal oversight or consequences that intelligence officers assume they possess. It states that “[u]nder certain circumstances, the FBI has the ability to bend or suspend the law and impinge on the freedom of others.” This attitude, combined with the FBI’s renewed embrace of a “disruption strategy,” raise serious concerns about how the FBI implements its intelligence programs that demand attention from Congress.

III. Unaccountable: Evidence of Abuse, Need for Reform

With the substantial increases in the FBI’s powers since 9/11, there needs to be an equally robust increase in oversight in order to curb abuse. Unfortunately, the FBI’s internal controls have too often proved ineffective at preventing error and abuse, and external oversight has been too easily thwarted by the secrecy necessary to protect legitimate investigations and intelligence operations.

A. Shirking Justice Department Oversight

The five Inspector General reports on the FBI’s misuse of its Patriot Act authorities serve as ample demonstration of the lack of effective internal controls within the FBI. The FBI responded to the 2007 reports by establishing new internal compliance policies, but the IG reviewed these reforms during the 2008 audits and found them insufficient to prevent further abuse. The IG criticized the FBI for repeatedly downplaying its violations of intelligence law and policy by describing them as “third party errors” or “administrative errors,” arguing this characterization of the problem by FBI management sends “the wrong message regarding the seriousness of violations of statutes, guidelines or policies.” The Inspector General re-audited a sample of files previously examined by FBI inspectors and found three times more legal violations than the FBI identified.

The 2008 report on Section 215 of the Patriot Act revealed a troubling incident in which the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court rejected an FBI request for a Section 215 order on First Amendment grounds, but the FBI General Counsel ignored this opinion and authorized the issuance of NSLs, which do not require judicial approval, to obtain the same information. That a high-level FBI official would demonstrate such disdain for the court and the law is particularly troubling. The IG also concluded the FBI did not yet fully implement the recommended reforms from 2007, and that it was “too soon to definitively state whether the new system of controls… will eliminate fully the problems with the use of NSLs.” Despite these reports of abuse, Congress failed to narrow the FBI’s powers, or even obtain a public explanation of the government’s interpretation of the scope of its authorities, when the Patriot Act was reauthorized in 2011.
As previously noted, the FBI is primarily regulated through Attorney General’s Guidelines. In 2005, the Inspector General audited the FBI’s compliance with the various Attorney General’s Guidelines and found significant deficiencies that threatened people’s rights. The Inspector General found at least one rules violation in a whopping 87 percent of the FBI informant files examined. And even the meager evidentiary requirements of the 2002 Ashcroft amendments to the guidelines were clearly being ignored:

- Fifty-three percent of FBI preliminary inquiries that extended beyond the initial 180-day authorization period did not contain the required documentation authorizing the extension; and
- Seventy-seven percent of those that extended past 270 days contained “no documentation” to justify a second extension. This meant people could remain under investigation for an entire year with no reasonable indication they were involved in illegal activity and without written justification for the continuing scrutiny.

Yet rather than tighten the rules, Attorney General Mukasey significantly loosened the guidelines again in 2008, despite these excessive violations. The Inspector General’s 2010 analysis of the FBI’s investigations of domestic advocacy groups, which covered only a handful of cases from 2001 to 2006, noted that violations of the 2002 guidelines identified in those investigations would not be violations under the 2008 guidelines.

### B. Suppressing Government Whistleblowers

The FBI has a notorious record of retaliating against FBI employees who report misconduct or abuse in the FBI and has used aggressive leak investigations to suppress other government whistleblowers.

Congress exempted the FBI from the requirements of the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 and instead required the Justice Department to establish an internal system to protect FBI employees who report waste, fraud, abuse, and illegality. Still, FBI Director Robert Mueller repeatedly vowed to protect Bureau whistleblowers:

> I issued a memorandum on November 7th [2001] reaffirming the protections that are afforded to whistleblowers in which I indicated I will not tolerate reprisals or intimidation by any Bureau employee against those who make protected disclosures, nor will I tolerate attempts to prevent employees from making such disclosures.

Yet court cases and investigations by the Justice Department Office of Professional Responsibility and Inspector General have repeatedly found that FBI officials continue to retaliate against FBI employees who publicly report internal misconduct, including Michael German, Sibel Edmonds, Jane Turner, Robert Wright, John Roberts, and Bassem Youssef. Other FBI whistleblowers choose to suffer retaliation in silence. Special Agent Chad
Joy courageously blew the whistle on a senior FBI agent’s serious misconduct during the investigation and prosecution of Alaska Sen. Ted Stevens, which resulted in the trial judge overturning the conviction against him, but only after the senator had lost re-election. 187 Special Agent Joy was publicly criticized by his then-retired supervisor, subjected to a retaliatory investigation, and then taken off criminal cases. 188 Joy resigned and no longer works at the FBI, while the FBI agent responsible for the misconduct in the Stevens’ case continues to be assigned high-profile investigations—a clear sign that the FBI culture continues to protect agents involved in misconduct more than those who report it. 189

These high-profile cases of whistleblower retaliation discourage other FBI personnel from coming forward. A 2009 Inspector General report found that 28 percent of non-supervisory FBI employees and 22 percent of FBI supervisors at the GS-14 and GS-15 levels “never” report misconduct they see or hear about on the job. 190 That such a high percentage of officials in the government’s premiere law enforcement agency refuse to report internal misconduct is shocking and dangerous and perpetuates the risk that Americans like Sen. Stevens will continue to be victimized by overzealous investigations and prosecutions.

The FBI has also been involved in suppressing other government whistleblowers through inappropriately aggressive leak investigations. For example, when the U.S. media reported in 2005 that the National Security Agency (NSA) was spying on Americans’ communications without warrants in violation of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, the FBI didn’t launch an investigation to enforce the law’s criminal provisions. It instead went after the whistleblowers, treating leaks to the American public about government malfeasance as espionage. 191 After more than a year of aggressive investigation and interviews, armed FBI agents conducted coordinated raids on the homes of four former NSA and Justice Department officials and a House Intelligence Committee staffer, treating them as if they were dangerous Mafiosi instead of dedicated federal employees who held the government’s highest security clearances. William Binney, who served more than 30 years in the NSA, described an FBI agent pointing a gun at his head as he stepped naked from the shower. 192 The only prosecution, alleging Espionage Act violations against the NSA’s Thomas Drake, collapsed at trial in 2011, and the government’s methods earned a stern rebuke from Judge Richard D. Bennett:

I don't think that deterrence should include an American citizen waiting two and a half years after their home is searched to find out if they're going to be indicted or not. I find that unconscionable. … It was one of the most fundamental things in the Bill of Rights that this country was not to be exposed to people knocking on the door with government authority and coming into their homes. And when it happens, it should be resolved pretty quickly, and it sure as heck shouldn't take two and a half years before someone's charged after that event. 193

The deterrence effect from such enforcement activity isn’t felt just by the person ultimately charged, however, or even those searched but never charged. The FBI’s
aggressive investigations of whistleblowers send a clear message to other federal employees that reporting government wrongdoing will risk your career, your financial future, and possibly your freedom. And more FBI leak investigations are resulting in criminal prosecutions than ever before. The Obama administration has prosecuted more government employees for leaking information to media organizations than all other previous administrations combined, often charging them with Espionage Act violations and exposing them to draconian penalties.194 Though leaks of classified information are a common occurrence in Washington, almost invariably these leak prosecutions have targeted federal employees who exposed government wrongdoing or criticized government policy.

B. Circumventing External Controls

1. Targeting Journalists

The FBI’s overzealous pursuit of government whistleblowers has also resulted in the inappropriate targeting of journalists for investigation, thereby chilling press freedoms. In 2010, the Inspector General reported that the FBI used an illegal “exigent letter” to obtain the telephone records of seven New York Times and Washington Post reporters and researchers during a media leak investigation, circumventing Justice Department regulations requiring the attorney general’s approval before issuing grand jury subpoenas for journalists’ records. The FBI obtained and uploaded 22 months’ worth of data from these reporters’ telephone numbers, totaling 1,627 calls.195

More recently, after The Associated Press reported on the CIA’s involvement in interdicting a terrorist attack against a U.S. jetliner in May 2012, the Justice Department issued grand jury subpoenas seeking toll records from more than 20 separate telephone lines, including work and personal numbers for reporters and AP offices in New York, Washington, and Connecticut. In total, more than 100 journalists used the telephones covered by the subpoenas.196 One of the subpoenaed lines was the AP’s main number in the U.S. House of Representatives’ press gallery.

As worrisome from a constitutional standpoint, a 2010 FBI search warrant application sought Fox News reporter James Rosen’s e-mails as part of an investigation into a State Department detailee’s alleged leak of classified information regarding North Korea. The search warrant characterized Rosen as a criminal aider, abettor, or co-conspirator in an Espionage Act violation.197 The claim was made so the agent could avoid the stringent oversight and notice requirements of the Privacy Protection Act, which was enacted specifically to protect reporters’ First Amendment rights. The PPA bars the government from obtaining news media-related work product unless there is probable cause to believe the reporter has actually committed a crime. The FBI affidavit claimed Rosen’s requests for information from the government official amounted to illegal solicitations to commit espionage and said he groomed the official “[m]uch like an intelligence officer would run an [sic] clandestine source.”198 The affidavit concluded that
“there is probable cause to believe the Reporter… has committed a violation of [the Espionage Act].” While the U.S. government has never prosecuted a journalist for publishing classified information, this characterization of news gathering as criminal activity reveals that at least some FBI and Justice Department officials, and one federal judge who signed the warrant, believe they could do so in criminal leak cases.

2. Thwarting Congressional Oversight

The FBI thwarts congressional oversight by withholding information, limiting or delaying responses to members’ inquiries, or, worse, by providing false or misleading information to Congress and the American public. These are but a few examples.

When Congress debated the first Patriot Act reauthorization in April 2005, FBI Director Robert Mueller testified that he was unaware of any “substantiated” allegations of abuse of Patriot Act authorities. The 2007 IG audit later revealed the FBI self-reported 19 Patriot Act-related violations of law or policy to the Intelligence Oversight Board between 2003 and 2005. Though misleading, this testimony was technically accurate because President Bush’s Intelligence Oversight Board did not meet to “substantiate” any reported violations until the spring of 2007.

During a 2006 Senate Judiciary Committee hearing, Chairman Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) complained that when he asked Director Mueller if FBI agents had witnessed objectionable interrogation practices in Iraq, Afghanistan, or Guantanamo Bay during a hearing in May 2004, “he gave a purposefully narrow answer, saying that no FBI agents had witnessed abuses ‘in Iraq.’” But FBI documents released in December 2004 in response to an ACLU FOIA request revealed that FBI agents had witnessed abusive treatment of detainees at Guantanamo Bay on multiple occasions, which they duly reported to their FBI supervisors in the field and at FBI headquarters. Sen. Leahy said, “I hope that Director Mueller will continue moving away from the Bush Administration's policy of secrecy and concealment on this issue and toward the responsiveness that the American people deserve.” To the FBI’s credit, a 2008 IG report indicated FBI agents repeatedly documented and reported detainee abuse they witnessed in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Guantanamo Bay. The IG report found the FBI did not properly respond to the agents’ request for guidance until after the photographs depicting detainee abuse at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq were published in April 2004, and a small number of FBI agents did participate in abusive interrogations.

In an FBI oversight hearing in 2008, the late Sen. Arlen Specter criticized FBI Director Mueller for not having told him that President Bush authorized the National Security Agency to eavesdrop on Americans’ communications in violation of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act in 2001. Sen. Specter, who had oversight responsibility over the FBI as the Senate Judiciary Committee’s Chairman or Ranking Member during the four years the secret program operated, complained that he only learned about the warrantless wiretapping program when it
appeared in The New York Times in late 2005. Sen. Specter pointed out that because Director Mueller knew about the program, and knew that the Intelligence Committees had not been briefed as required by the National Security Act of 1947, he had a responsibility to report it. Mueller responded that he “was of the belief that those who should be briefed in Congress were being briefed.” Sen. Feinstein, who served on both the Intelligence and Judiciary Committees, said Mueller’s comment that members were fully briefed was “simply not accurate.”

As Congress considered a second Patriot Act reauthorization in 2009, Director Mueller was asked about the importance of an expiring provision that allowed the FBI to obtain FISA orders to intercept the communications of unaffiliated “lone wolf” terrorists. He responded, “[a]s to the lone-wolf provision, while we have not — there has not been a lone wolf, so to speak, indicted, that provision is tremendously helpful.” He went on, “that is also a provision that has been, I believe, beneficial and should be re-enacted.” A few months later the Justice Department advised Sen. Leahy that the government had never used the lone wolf provision.

According to a 2010 IG report, after ACLU FOIA requests exposed inappropriate FBI spying on a Pittsburgh anti-war rally in 2006, unidentified FBI officials concocted a false story claiming the surveillance was an attempt to identify a person related to a validly-approved terrorism investigation who they believed would attend the rally, not an effort to monitor the activities of the anti-war group. The FBI presented this false story to the public in press releases and to Congress through testimony by Director Mueller. When Sen. Leahy requested documentation regarding the FBI’s investigation, this false story fell apart because there was no relevant Pittsburgh terrorism investigation. FBI officials then developed a second false story that circulated internally and ultimately sent to Congress a statement for the record that claimed documents couldn’t be provided because the investigation was ongoing. When the IG investigated the matter, the FBI failed to provide internal e-mails that may have identified who in the FBI concocted these false stories.

Congress cannot perform its critical oversight function if FBI officials fail or refuse to provide complete, timely, and accurate information upon request.

3. Thwarting Public Oversight with Excessive Secrecy

In addition to secret surveillance and secret interpretations of the law, the FBI is also using excessive secrecy to hide from the public both routine demands for information in criminal cases and its extraordinary covert intelligence abuses.

U.S. Magistrate Judge Stephen W. Smith wrote a law review article in 2012 warning that the FBI and other federal law enforcement officers have created an enormous “secret docket” of “warrant-type applications” for electronic surveillance under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. These applications for wiretaps, pen registers, and stored communications and subscriber information exploit “a potent mix of indefinite sealing, nondisclosure (i.e. gagging), and delayed-notice provisions” in ECPA to obtain surveillance orders from U.S. magistrate
judges that are only ever seen by the government agents and telephone and Internet service providers that execute the orders. Judge Smith estimates that magistrate judges seal around 30,000 ECPA orders annually. While these seals are supposed to be temporary, they often effectively become permanent due to inaction by the government.\textsuperscript{213} In a study in his own division, Judge Smith determined that 99.8 percent of sealed orders from 1995 through 2007 remained sealed in 2008.\textsuperscript{214} Magistrate judges are given little judicial guidance on how to address these requests for secrecy. Because these orders remain sealed they cannot be challenged by the subjects of the surveillance, which in turn deprives the magistrate judges of appellate court decisions that would provide guidance on how to interpret ECPA’s complex provisions when evaluating future government secrecy demands under the statute.\textsuperscript{215} The result is less public oversight of law enforcement surveillance activities.

In a profoundly disturbing case involving covert surveillance, the FBI in 2006 tasked informant Craig Monteilh, a convicted felon, with infiltrating several southern California mosques by pretending to convert to Islam. In a sworn affidavit, Monteilh says his FBI handlers provided him audio and video recording equipment and instructed him “to gather as much information on as many people in the Muslim community as possible.”\textsuperscript{216} Monteilh’s handlers did not give him specific targets, but told him to look for people with certain traits, such as anyone who studied Islamic law, criticized U.S. foreign policy, or “played a leadership role at a mosque or in the Muslim community.”\textsuperscript{217} Monteilh said he recorded youth group meetings, lectures by Muslim scholars, and talked to people about their problems so FBI agents could later “pressure them to provide information or become informants.”\textsuperscript{218} Monteilh’s handlers told him to attend morning and evening prayers because the Muslims who attended were likely “very devout and therefore more suspicious.”\textsuperscript{219} Monteilh said he often left the recorder unattended to capture private conversations he was not a party to, and that his handlers knew this and did not tell him to stop. He said the agent told him more than once that “if they did not have a warrant they could not use the information in court, but that it was still useful to have the information.”\textsuperscript{220}

Monteilh exposed his role as an FBI informant to the Los Angeles Times in 2009.\textsuperscript{221} The ACLU of Southern California, the Council on American Islamic Relations of Greater Los Angeles, and the law firm Hadsel, Stormer, Keeny, Richardson & Renick LLP initiated a class action law suit against the FBI on behalf of Southern California Muslims. The suit alleges the FBI unlawfully targeted people based on their religious beliefs in violation of the First Amendment, retained information about their religious practices in FBI files in violation of the Privacy Act, and conducted unreasonable searches in violation of the Fourth Amendment.\textsuperscript{222}

In an extraordinary move, the government asserted the “state secrets” privilege to block the lawsuit against the FBI from moving forward.\textsuperscript{223} That FBI secrecy demands could prevent U.S. citizens and residents from going into a U.S. court room to protect themselves from unconstitutional FBI surveillance taking place in American communities offends Americans’ sense of justice.\textsuperscript{224} The federal district court dismissed the illegal surveillance suit against the
FBI based on the assertion of the state secrets privilege, but allowed claims against individual agents for FISA violations to proceed.\textsuperscript{225}

During related FOIA litigation, a federal district judge severely criticized the FBI for misleading the court by falsely denying it had records responsive to the FOIA request. The FBI had been interpreting its exclusions under FOIA as authority to provide false no records responses to FOIA requestors under certain conditions. The Justice Department has since amended this policy to prevent false denial of records responses to FOIA requests.

In all of these cases, the FBI could have chosen a path of greater transparency without harming criminal investigations or national security and defended its tactics in courts of law and in the court of public opinion. Its increasing reliance on secrecy to thwart legal challenges to its law enforcement and intelligence activities leaves the public with dangerously little recourse against FBI violations of constitutional rights.

**IV. Targeting First Amendment Activity**

**A. Biased training**

FOIA litigation by the ACLU of Northern California, the Asian Law Caucus, and The San Francisco Bay Guardian and later media reports uncovered factually inaccurate FBI training materials that demonstrated strong anti-Arab and anti-Muslim bias.\textsuperscript{226} The materials span from 2003 to 2011. They include both amateurish power point presentations that paint Muslims and Arabs as backward and inherently violent and a professionally-published counterterrorism textbook the FBI produced with the Combating Terrorism Center at West Point for training law enforcement. The textbook, “Terrorism and Political Islam,” devotes one of five sections to “Understanding Islam,” and another to “Cultural and Regional Studies” of Muslim-majority countries, which tends to reinforce the false idea that modern terrorism is predominantly a Muslim phenomenon.\textsuperscript{227} Such heavy emphasis on Islam is misguided, as terrorism is a tactic used by many groups claiming allegiance to a multitude of different religions and political ideologies, and potentially distracts from other significant threats. A later report by the Combating Terrorism Center documented that 670 people have been killed and 3,053 injured in attacks by far right extremists in the U.S since 1990, yet far-right extremists are barely mentioned in the textbook except to dismiss them as significant threats.\textsuperscript{228} There are many different terrorism threats, and FBI training materials should address each in a factually objective manner based on evidence rather than bias.

The FBI textbook also improperly links Muslims’ political activities and opinions with their potential for violence. One essay tells agents they can determine whether Muslims are militant by asking their opinions about the Iraq war and the political situation in Israel and Egypt. Those Muslims answering with “a patriotic and pro-Western stance,” according to the article, “could potentially evolve into a street informant or concerned citizen.”\textsuperscript{229} Biased and erroneous FBI
training can be expected to result in inappropriate targeting of American Muslim communities for investigation and intelligence collection.

To its credit, following media exposure of these biased training materials, the FBI initiated a review of its counterterrorism training materials referencing religion and culture, and issued a statement that “[s]trong religious beliefs should never be confused with violent extremism.”230 The FBI has reportedly removed 800 pages from its training materials, but there has been far too little transparency regarding the standards guiding this review. And unfortunately, the FBI did not review intelligence products that mirrored these biased training materials, despite requests by the ACLU and partner organizations to include them.

The public is well aware that similarly flawed, incorrect, and biased FBI intelligence products do exist. A 2006 FBI intelligence report called “Radicalization: From Conversion to Jihad” asserts that “indicators” that a person is progressing on a path to becoming a terrorist include:

- Wearing traditional Muslim attire
- Growing facial hair
- Frequent attendance at a mosque or prayer group
- Travel to a Muslim country
- Increased activity in a pro-Muslim social group or cause
- Proselytizing231

These activities are commonplace and entirely innocuous, and millions of American Muslims who pose no threat to anyone engage in them regularly. More importantly for an agency charged with protecting civil rights, these activities are protected by the First Amendment. While the report notes that “[n]ot all Muslim converts are extremists,” it suggests that all are suspect because “they can be targeted for radicalization.” This assertion undoubtedly leads to additional law enforcement scrutiny of American Muslims for no reason other than the practice of their faith.232 The FBI refused a request to withdraw this report, and an FBI spokesman defended its analysis, stating that “[t]hese indicators do not conflict with our statement that strong religious beliefs should never be confused with violent extremism.”233

Such biased and erroneous information in FBI intelligence reports is likely to drive racial and religious profiling at every stage of the intelligence process. These false indicators can be expected to lead to excessive and unwarranted surveillance and intelligence collection targeting communities agents perceive to be Muslim, which fills FBI data bases with a disproportionate amount of information about Arabs, Middle-Easterners, South Asians, and African-Americans. Further analysis of this biased data pool using data mining tools based on these false indicators could lead to more people from these communities being selected for more intensive investigation and watch listing.234 It could even result in the application of an FBI “disruption strategy,” which might include scouring their records for minor violations that would not
normally be investigated or charged, deportation, security clearance revocation, or employing informants to act as agents provocateur to instigate criminal activity.

But biased training materials were not limited to erroneous information about Muslims. FBI domestic terrorism training presentations on “Black Separatist Extremists” juxtaposed decades-old examples of violence by the Black Panthers and the Black Liberation Army with unorthodox beliefs expressed by a number of different modern groups to suggest, without evidence, that these latter-day groups pose a similar threat of violence. The FBI presentation claims organizations it calls “Black Separatists” have no unifying theme or mission, but “all share racial grievances against the U.S., most seek restitution, or governance based on religious identity or social principals.” No recent acts of “Black Separatist” terrorism appear in the FBI lists of terrorism incidents going back to 1980. FBI domestic terrorism training presentations on “Anarchist Extremists” claim they are “not dedicated to any cause” and merely “criminals seeking an ideology to justify their activities,” yet focus heavily on protest activity, including “‘passive’ civil disobedience.” FBI training presentations on “Animal Rights/Environmental Extremism” list “FOIA Requests” as examples of “Intelligence Gathering,” and another presentation suggests activists are waging a “public relations war.”

Animal Rights/Eco Extremism
Strategy

Public Relations War
- Media is vital part of every action
- Media sometimes slanted in favor of activists
- Celebrities support & fund AR/Eco movement
- Activists spin the truth

UNCLASSIFIED
Failing to distinguish properly between First Amendment activity, non-violent civil disobedience, and terrorism in FBI training materials leads to investigations and intelligence gathering that improperly target constitutionally-protected activity, endangers political activists by placing them on terrorism watch lists, and suppresses religious and political freedom.

B. Targeting AMEMSA Communities

Arab, Middle-Eastern, Muslim, and South Asian (AMEMSA) communities in the U.S. have faced the brunt of the FBI’s overzealous applications of its expanded authorities since 9/11. In the immediate aftermath of the attacks, acting out of fear and ignorance, FBI agents and other federal officials arrested hundreds of Middle-Eastern immigrants, based mostly on minor visa violations, in a pre-emptive measure painfully reminiscent of the Palmer raids. The Justice Department initiated a “hold until cleared” policy that assured the detainees would be held without bond until cleared by the FBI of any links to terrorism, meaning many languished in detention for months. An affidavit signed by an FBI counterterrorism official presented a “mosaic” theory, which argued these detainees should be held despite the lack of individualized evidence of dangerousness until the FBI could develop a fuller picture of the threat and rule out their involvement in terrorism. Attorney General John Ashcroft defended such pre-textual arrests, warning the “terrorists among us” that:

If you overstay your visa – even by one day – we will arrest you. If you violate a local law, you will be put in jail and kept in custody as long as possible. We will use every available statute. We will seek every prosecutorial advantage. We will use all our weapons within the law and under the Constitution to protect life and enhance security for America.

This statement was the first clear indication that the government would pursue what was soon called the “Al Capone strategy,” in reference to the notorious gangster’s imprisonment on tax charges rather than violent crimes. This strategy held that government agents should vigorously pursue people they believed to be involved in terrorism using any civil or criminal violation that could be found, no matter how small or unrelated to actual terrorism plotting. The description of an official “disruption strategy” in the FBI’s 2009 “Baseline Collection Plan” suggests the FBI is continuing to promote this concept.

Using a “disruption” plan could arguably make sense if the target is actually a terrorist. Many times, however, when the government doesn’t have evidence to support a terrorism charge, it is because the person isn’t actually involved in terrorism, despite the FBI’s suspicions.

But the FBI didn’t just pursue immigrants, or wait until it found a legal violation. The FBI also jailed innocent American Muslims by misusing material witness warrants. Indeed, the FBI’s flawed terrorism training materials and intelligence products make clear that agents were erroneously taught to view Muslim religious practices and political activism as indicators of terrorism. When the government selectively targets, investigates, and refers for prosecution
people based on race, ethnicity, religion, national origin, or political viewpoint it has a different name: discrimination.

AMEMSA communities in the U.S. have faced different types of degrading, oppressive treatment as a result of the FBI’s flawed attitude, training, and policies since 9/11. In 2003, the FBI ordered its field offices to count the number of mosques in their areas as part of one counterterrorism initiative and initiated nationwide programs of “voluntary” interviews throughout AMEMSA communities. U.S. News and World Report revealed in 2005 that FBI agents secretly scanned hundreds of Muslim homes, businesses, and mosques with radiation detection equipment without warrants in at least six cities across the nation. No nuclear weapons were detected. The ACLU obtained documents indicating that from 2007 through 2011 the FBI exploited its community outreach programs to secretly gather information on AMEMSA community organizations and mosques, which was then uploaded to domain management intelligence files and disseminated outside the FBI in violation of the Privacy Act.

The FBI has also aggressively pressured AMEMSA community members to become informants for the FBI, particularly immigrants who must rely on the government to process their immigration and citizenship applications in a fair and timely manner. An FBI training presentation on recruiting informants in the Muslim community suggests agents exploit “immigration vulnerabilities” because Muslims in the U.S. are “an immigrant community.” In 2008, the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service implemented a covert program to ensure that individuals who pose a threat to national security are not granted immigration benefits, which often gives the FBI wide discretion to deny, approve, or delay citizenship requests, and thereby the leverage to compel Muslim immigrants to become informants. The pervasive and unjustified use of informants to spy in Muslim communities offends American values and inflicts real harm on the innocent people living there, by chilling their ability to exercise constitutionally guaranteed religious freedoms.

The FBI has also sent informants, including some with serious criminal histories, into AMEMSA communities to act as “agents provocateur.” As stated by the “disruption strategy” described in the FBI’s 2009 “Baseline Collection Plan,” source-driven operations are one of the FBI’s preferred methods of “disrupting” its intended targets. While FBI has long used informants and undercover agents in sting operations, the methodology used against Muslims since 9/11 has been significantly more aggressive. According to a 2011 analysis of federal terrorism prosecutions by Mother Jones magazine, of 508 terrorism defendants prosecuted since 9/11, 158 (31 percent) were caught in sting operations.

In many cases the government agent provides all the instrumentalities of the crime, chooses the target, designs the plot, and provides the gullible subjects financial support or other incentives to carry out the plot. The subjects are often destitute and at times become financially dependent on the informants. For example, a defendant in Chicago was given room and board in the informant’s home and provided with a car and spending money. In a case in Newburgh, N.Y.,
the FBI informant offered one of the hesitant defendants, ex-convict James Cromitie, $250,000 to execute the faux plot, raising the question of whether this was a truly terrorism case or a murder-for-hire.256

While some of the defendants targeted in these cases were angry and disgruntled—and arguably deserved some law enforcement attention—they mostly did not have violent criminal histories. They also did not acquire weapons on their own nor possess the financial means to obtain them before meeting an FBI informant. Yet instead of addressing the threat as it existed in these cases, the FBI initiated elaborate sting operations using dubious informants, many with criminal records, to prod the subjects to act out, often supplying them with spiritual or political motivation, financial assistance, and sophisticated military hardware at little or no cost. The informant in Newburgh provided the destitute defendants a Stinger surface-to-air missile and plastic explosives.257 In the Chicago case, the defendant was unable (or unwilling) to raise the paltry $100 the undercover agent was going to charge him for four military hand grenades, so the agent instead traded him the grenades for two used stereo speakers.258 There is no legitimate reason for the FBI to exaggerate the danger posed to the community in these cases by introducing heavy weapons the defendants clearly would be unable to obtain on their own. Government actions aggrandizing the threat a defendant poses through the introduction of what are no more than harmless stage props only spreads unwarranted public fear, which it often fans with sensational press conferences at the time of arrest. The effect of these FBI tactics is that judges and juries who might otherwise question the FBI’s tactics in these cases and entertain an entrapment defense may be less willing to do so out of unjustified concern for public safety, or unease over the potential public reaction. Indeed, the judge in the Newburgh case called it a “fantasy terror operation” and said, “[o]nly the government could have made a terrorist out of Mr. Cromitie, whose buffoonery is positively Shakespearean in scope.”259 Nevertheless, she let the jury's conviction stand and sentenced Cromitie to 25 years in prison.

These questionable investigative methods also tend to increase the potential penalties faced by these defendants, who may be pressured to plead guilty in exchange for more lenient sentences, giving the courts and the public fewer opportunities to examine and evaluate FBI tactics.

C. Targeting Activists

The FBI also targeted political advocacy organizations with renewed vigor after 9/11, as demonstrated through ACLU FOIAs and confirmed by a 2010 Inspector General audit. And FBI training continues to describe political activism as an “extremist” tactic and non-violent civil disobedience as terrorism. The FBI uses many of the same tactics it uses against AMEMSA communities, including invasive surveillance, infiltration, and sting operations using agents provocateur.260 But the FBI has also been using its expanded powers to conduct inappropriately harsh overt investigations that appear designed to suppress political activity. As the Church Committee pointed out decades ago, aggressive investigation can often be more disruptive than
covert action: “[t]he line between information collection and harassment can be extremely thin.”

In a recent case in Nevada, Native American political activists representing the American Indian Movement (AIM) appeared at public meetings of the Nevada Wildlife Commission and the Washoe County Wildlife Advisory Board in March 2012 to speak out against a proposed bear hunt, on religious grounds. Shortly thereafter, a law enforcement officer assigned to the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force arrived at the home of one AIM activist and workplace of another to question them about their appearance at the public meetings, saying audience members felt threatened when they spoke. The police arrested one of the AIM activists, interrogated her in jail, and tried to get her to sign a document saying she was involved in terrorist activity. She refused and was released without charge. In an email statement given to the Reno-Gazette Journal, a spokesman said the FBI “conducted an assessment and determined no further investigation was warranted at this time.” The Reno-Gazette Journal contacted a Department of Wildlife spokesman who said an FBI official had contacted them and asked if the wardens were threatened: “We absolutely answered no, we have not.”

This use of FBI assessment authority appears to have been intended to intimidate political activists rather than investigate real threats.

More troubling, however, are incidents in which the FBI targeted activists with armed raids. In September 2010, dozens of FBI agents conducted simultaneous raids on peace and labor activists’ homes and offices in Chicago, Minneapolis, and Grand Rapids, Mich., seizing documents, computers, and cell phones. An FBI spokesman said the searches were part of a Joint Terrorism Task Force investigation “into activities concerning the material support of terrorism,” but there was no “imminent danger” to the public. The FBI also served fourteen of the activists with subpoenas commanding their appearance before a grand jury in Chicago. One activist’s bank account was frozen. More than three years later, none of the activists has been charged with a crime, raising troubling questions about whether these aggressive raids were necessary or justified.

Such aggressive law enforcement operations obviously have a devastating impact on these activists’ ability to continue their political advocacy. But they also create fear in the larger activist community. Both those who worked directly with the targeted activists now living under a cloud of suspicion and those who didn’t, but work on similar political issues, have to worry if they will be the next ones to be raided. Unfortunately, the FBI is only increasing its use of these tactics.

In July 2012, FBI SWAT teams wearing body armor and carrying assault rifles raided at least six homes of alleged anarchists in Portland, Ore., and Seattle and Olympia, Wash., reportedly using flash-bang grenades at some locations. Sealed search warrants reportedly sought “anarchist” literature, computers, cell phones, black clothing, and flags carried at protests. No arrests were made but several people were served with grand jury subpoenas related to the raids. Some have been jailed for refusing to testify before the grand jury. The Oregonian reports that court records
indicate the investigation is targeting an “organized ‘black bloc’” that committed vandalism during May Day protests in Seattle in 2012 and broke windows at the federal courthouse there.\footnote{268} While vandalism of U.S. government property is indeed a federal crime, the extreme tactics the FBI is using in this case appear to be designed more to send a message to, and potentially “disrupt”, this community of activists than to solve serious federal crimes.

Strong-arm tactics have no place in American law enforcement. While FBI agents conducting search warrants must act in a manner to protect themselves and others from violence, force can only be used when necessary to prevent imminent harm. Flash-bang grenades are potentially lethal weapons. They have caused deadly fires, induced heart attacks, and recently killed a police officer who accidentally set one off in his garage as he was placing equipment in his patrol car.\footnote{269} When FBI agents use their law enforcement powers to suppress or disrupt political activity, they are violating the Constitution they have sworn to defend and undermining the rights of all Americans.

V. Greater Oversight Needed: The FBI Abroad

The FBI is increasingly operating outside the U.S., where its authorities are less clear and its activities much more difficult to monitor. There are three areas in particular that need far greater transparency and action by Congress to protect the rights of U.S. citizens traveling abroad.

A. Proxy Detention

The federal government has an obligation to come to the aid of American citizens arrested in foreign countries, and the State Department has said that assisting Americans incarcerated abroad is one of its most important tasks.\footnote{270} Federal law requires that:

> Whenever it is made known to the President that any citizen of the United States has been unjustly deprived of his liberty by or under the authority of any foreign government, it shall be the duty of the President forthwith to demand of that government the reasons of such imprisonment; and if it appears to be wrongful and in violation of the rights of American citizenship, the President shall forthwith demand the release of such citizen, and if the release so demanded is unreasonably delayed or refused, the President shall use such means, not amounting to acts of war and not otherwise prohibited by law, as he may think necessary and proper to obtain or effectuate the release; and all the facts and proceedings relative thereto shall as soon as practicable be communicated by the President to Congress.\footnote{271}

Yet the FBI appears to have requested, facilitated, and/or exploited the arrests of U.S. citizens by foreign governments, often without charges, so they could be held and interrogated, sometimes tortured, then interviewed by FBI agents. The ACLU represents two victims of the FBI’s proxy detention activities.
Amir Meshal is an American Muslim born and raised in New Jersey. He traveled to Somalia to study Islam in 2006, but had to flee with other civilians when the country became engulfed in civil war at the end of that year. A joint American, Kenyan, and Ethiopian force arrested him at the Kenya border in early 2007. Meshal was subsequently subjected to more than four months of detention, often in squalid conditions. His captors transferred him between three different East African countries without charge, access to counsel, or presentment before a judicial officer, all at the behest of the U.S. government. While foreign officials showed little interest in talking to Meshal, FBI agents interrogated him more than thirty times and told him he would not be permitted to go home until he confessed to being part of al Qaeda. They took his fingerprints and a DNA sample and tried to coerce his confession by threatening him with torture, forced disappearance, and rendition to Egypt, Somalia, or Israel for further interrogation. The FBI agents refused his requests for counsel and did not allow him to make any phone calls to let his family know where he was. The FBI agents made Meshal sign Miranda waivers, telling him that if he refused he would not be allowed to go home. After a Kenyan court was poised to hear habeas petitions filed by a Kenyan human rights group on behalf of foreigners seized at the border, Meshal was forcibly transferred to Somalia and then to Ethiopia, where he was again repeatedly interrogated by FBI agents, including one who interrogated him in Kenya. During this entire period Meshal was never charged with a crime nor provided access to counsel or the Red Cross. Meshal was only released and allowed to return home after media reports regarding his prolonged detention led to inquiries from Congress.

Naji Hamdan, a Lebanese-American businessman, was contacted and interviewed by the FBI several times while he was living in Los Angeles over many years, and he was often stopped and interrogated at U.S. airports but he was never arrested or charged with a crime in the U.S. In 2006, he and his family moved the United Arab Emirates where he established a business. In July 2008, FBI agents from Los Angeles summoned him to the U.S. Embassy for an interview. Several weeks later, in August 2008, Hamdan was seized by U.A.E. security forces, held incommunicado for nearly three months, beaten and tortured, and forced to confess to being associated with several different terrorist groups. At one point an American participated in his interrogation, who Hamdan believed to be an FBI agent based on the interrogator’s knowledge of previous FBI interviews. Believing the U.S. government was behind Hamdan’s detention, the ACLU of Southern California filed a habeas corpus petition in federal court on his behalf, alleging Hamdan was in the constructive custody of the U.S. A week later on November 26, U.A.E. officials transferred Hamdan to criminal detention in the U.A.E.. He was charged with vague terrorism-related crimes and later convicted based on his coerced confessions, but he was sentenced only to time served and deported to Lebanon, where he lives with his family. Documents obtained by the ACLU demonstrate the State Department and FBI were closely monitoring Hamdan’s case from the beginning of his detention.

These proxy detentions appear to be continuing under the Obama administration. In December 2010, American teenager Gulet Mohamed was jailed in Kuwait when he went to renew his visa
after spending several months in the country visiting family. According to The New York Times, Mohamed said he was beaten and threatened by his Kuwaiti interrogators and later interviewed by FBI agents who said “he could not return to the United States until he gave truthful answers about his travels.” The New York Times confirmed the U.S. had placed Mohamed on the No Fly List. After the media reported his detention, Mohamed’s family hired a lawyer to represent him, who alleged the FBI continued to interrogate Mohamed repeatedly without counsel while he remained in Kuwaiti custody, stranded because the U.S. put him on the No Fly List. Mohamed was never charged with a crime and returned to the U.S. in January 2011.

An FBI official admitted in a July 8, 2011, email to Mother Jones Magazine that the FBI may elect to share information with foreign governments and that those governments “may decide to locate or detain an individual or conduct an investigation based on the shared information.” The FBI official went on:

Additionally, there have been instances when foreign law enforcement have detained individuals, independent of any information provided by the FBI, and the FBI has been afforded the opportunity to interview or witness an interview with the individual.

If the FBI is providing information to foreign governments to arrest Americans abroad when there is not sufficient evidence to bring U.S. charges, it may be a violation of constitutional due process rights and an abrogation of the government’s obligation to defend the rights of U.S. citizens. This conduct is particularly problematic where the cooperating governments have records of abusing human rights.

**B. FBI Overseas Interrogation Policy**

The ACLU obtained through FOIA the fifth version of an FBI interrogation manual for conducting custodial interrogations in overseas environments, which was written by a supervisor in the FBI’s counterterrorism division in 2011 (the third version was copyrighted in 2010, it is unknown when the earlier versions were published). The manual is troubling for many reasons, but particularly because it recommends that FBI agents ask the foreign government or U.S. military officials holding the detainees to isolate them at capture “for several days before you begin interrogation” and throughout the “multi-session, multi-day” interrogation process.

Isolation has long been recognized as a coercive technique that can cause serious psychological distress, and the manual advises FBI agents that in addition to security concerns, an important purpose for requesting isolation is to allow interrogators to take advantage of “the natural fear of the unknown that the detainee will be experiencing.” This advice directly conflicts with FBI policy. The FBI Legal Handbook for Special Agents, and the U.S. Supreme Court, explicitly recognizes isolation as a coercive technique that undermines the voluntariness of detainee’s statements. The manual also makes repeated, positive references to the CIA’s notorious KUBARK interrogation manual and “the Reid Technique,” both of which have been criticized
for promoting coercive interrogation practices. The ACLU has asked the FBI to end this practice and provide remedial training to any agents who received this manual. 282

If FBI agents request isolation of detainees prior to interviews—or participate in interviews in which detainees are being or have been mistreated, tortured, or threatened with torture—they are violating FBI policy and U.S. law. Congress must act to investigate the FBI’s conduct abroad and curb this troubling activity.

C. Using the No Fly List to Pressure Americans Abroad to Become Informants

Several audits by the GAO and agency IGs have documented the government’s mismanagement of its terrorist watch lists over many years. 283 A 2009 DOJ IG audit found:

…the FBI failed to nominate many subjects in the terrorism investigations that we sampled, did not nominate many others in a timely fashion, and did not update or remove watchlist records as required… We also found that 78 percent of the initial watchlist nominations we reviewed were not processed in established FBI timeframes.” 284

But rather than narrow and reform its many watch lists, or provide constitutionally-adequate and effective post-deprivation redress procedures so people improperly placed on these lists could remove their names, the FBI appears to be aggressively exploiting these lists in a manner that further violates Americans’ civil rights.

This is particularly true for the No Fly List, which is the smallest subset of the FBI’s massive Terrorist Screening Center watch list (affecting about 21,000 of the 875,000 people on the larger list), but also the most liberty infringing because it bars air travel to or within the U.S. 285 The GAO reported in 2012 that the number of U.S. persons on the No Fly List has more than doubled since December 2009. 286 In many cases, U.S. citizens and permanent residents only find out that their government is prohibiting them from flying while they are travelling abroad, which all but forces them to interact with the U.S. government from a position of extreme vulnerability, often without easy access to counsel. Many of those prevented from flying home have been subjected to FBI interviews while they sought assistance from U.S. Embassies to return. 287 In several documented incidents, the FBI agents offered to take them off the No Fly List if they agreed to become an FBI informant.

For example, Nagib Ali Ghaleb, a naturalized U.S. citizen residing in San Francisco, traveled to Yemen in 2010 to visit his wife and children and meet with U.S. consular officials concerning delays in his family’s previously-approved visa applications. 288 At the airport in Frankfurt, Germany, as he was getting ready to board the last leg of his flight home from Yemen, airline officials delayed his boarding until an FBI agent arrived at the airport and told Mr. Ghaleb that he would not be allowed to fly back to the U.S. Ghaleb returned to Yemen and sought assistance at U.S. Embassy. He was directed to submit to an interview with FBI agents, who questioned
him about his mosque and the San Francisco Yemeni community. The FBI agents asked him to become an informant for the FBI in California, but Mr. Ghaleb said he did not know any dangerous people and would not spy on innocent people in mosques. The FBI agents threatened to have Mr. Ghaleb arrested by the Yemeni government if he did not cooperate.

In 2010, the ACLU and its affiliates filed a lawsuit on behalf of Mr. Ghaleb and other American citizens and permanent residents, including several U.S. military veterans, seven of whom were prevented from returning to the U.S. from abroad, arguing that barring them from flying without due process was unconstitutional. The ACLU sought preliminary relief for those stranded overseas so they could return to the U.S., and the government allowed those Americans to board returning flights without explaining why they were put on the list, or whether they would be barred from flying in the future. The government has now put in place an informal process for U.S. citizens apparently placed on the No Fly List to secure a one-time waiver to fly home, but the constitutional issues in the case remain under litigation. None of the plaintiffs, some of whom are U.S. military veterans, have been charged with a crime, told why they are barred from flying, or given an opportunity to challenge their inclusion on the No Fly List. Many cannot pursue business opportunities or be with friends and family abroad, and U.S. Customs officials even prevented one ACLU client, Abdullatif Muthanna, from boarding a boat in Philadelphia in a failed attempt to travel to see family members living overseas.

The ACLU clients are not the only victims of this practice. In a lawsuit filed in May 2013, American citizen Yonas Fikre alleges that FBI agents from his hometown of Portland, Ore., lured him to the U.S. Embassy in Khartoum under false pretenses while he was travelling in Sudan on business and coerced him into submitting to an interview. The complaint states that the agents denied Fikre’s request for counsel, told him he was on the No Fly List, and interrogated him about the mosque he attended in Portland and the people who went there. They asked him to become an informant for the FBI in Portland, offering to take him off the No Fly List and provide financial compensation if he accepted. He refused. Fikre later traveled to the U.A.E., where in 2011 he was arrested and tortured by security officials. In the lawsuit, Fikre charges that his arrest and interrogation were undertaken at the request of the FBI. U.A.E. officials released Fikre without charge after three months, but were unable to deport him back to Portland because the U.S. still included him on the No Fly List. He applied for political asylum in Sweden. In 2012, the U.S. charged Fikre with conspiring to evade financial reporting requirements regarding wire transfers to the Sudan, but made no terrorism allegations against him. And in a more recent case described in The Huffington Post, Kevin Iraniha, an American citizen born and raised in San Diego, says he was barred from flying home after graduating with a master’s degree in international law from the University of Peace in Costa Rica in June 2012. Iraniha submitted to an interview with an FBI agent at the U.S. Embassy, but was told that he would not be allowed to fly into the U.S. and would have to drive or take a boat. Iraniha flew to Tijuana, Mexico, and walked across the border.
The FBI should not be allowed to use the No Fly List as a lever to coerce Americans into submitting to FBI interviews or becoming informants. Congress should require the administration to establish a redress process that comports with constitutionally required procedural due process so that persons prohibited from flying can correct government errors and effectively defend themselves against the government’s decision to place them on the No Fly List.

VI. Conclusion and Recommendations

FBI abuse of power must be met with efforts of reform, just as much now as in the days of J. Edgar Hoover. President Obama should require the attorney general to tighten FBI authorities to prevent suspicionless invasions of personal privacy, prohibit profiling based on race, ethnicity, religion or national origin, and protect First Amendment activities. But internal reforms have never been sufficient when it comes to the FBI. Congress also must act to make these changes permanent and must increase its vigilance to ensure abuse is quickly discovered and remedied.

We offer these recommendations:

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL:

1. The AG must revise the Justice Department Guidance Regarding the Use of Race in Federal Law Enforcement to: 1) remove the national security and border integrity exemptions; 2) prohibit profiling by religion or national origin; 3) clarify that the ban on profiling applies to intelligence activities as well as investigative activities; 4) establish enforceable standards that include accountability mechanisms for noncompliance; and 5) make the guidance applicable to state and local law enforcement working on federal task forces or receiving federal funds.

2. The AG must revise the Attorney General’s Guidelines to: 1) remove the FBI’s authority to conduct “assessments” without a factual predicate of wrongdoing; 2) prohibit racial and ethnic mapping; and 3) prohibit the FBI from undertaking “Preliminary Investigations” unless they are supported by articulable facts and particularized suspicion, and properly limited in time and scope; 4) prohibit the FBI from tasking informants or using undercover agents in Preliminary Investigations.

3. The AG must direct the Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division to investigate the FBI’s counterterrorism training materials and intelligence products to identify and remove information that is factually incorrect; exhibits bias against any race, ethnicity, religion or national origin; or improperly equates First Amendment-protected activity or non-violent civil disobedience with terrorism.

4. The AG must direct the Civil Rights Division to investigate the FBI’s domain management and racial and ethnic profiling programs and determine whether the FBI used these programs to
improperly target intelligence operations or investigations based on race, ethnicity, religion, or national origin.

5. The AG must direct the Justice Department Inspector General to review the FBI’s extraterritorial activities, particularly incidents involving proxy detentions of Americans, FBI interrogation policies and practices, and the improper use of the No Fly List to compel Americans to submit to interviews or agree to become an informant.

6. The AG must end ‘secret law’ by declassifying and releasing secret legal interpretations of its surveillance authorities, including but not limited to: 1) FISA Court opinions interpreting the scope of U.S. government’s surveillance authorities, particularly under Section 215 of the USA Patriot Act and Section 702 of FISA; 2) the January 8, 2010, OLC opinion interpreting the Electronic Communications Privacy Act to allow the FBI to obtain certain communication records without legal process in non-emergency situations; and 3) the June 2012 version of the FBI DIOG.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONGRESS:**

1. Congress must intensify its oversight of all FBI policies and practices, particularly those that implicate Americans’ constitutional rights. The collection, retention, and sharing of personally identifying information about Americans without facts establishing a reasonable indication of criminal activity poses serious risks to liberty and democracy, and the evidence of abuse is overwhelming. The lessons of the past have been ignored and we are increasingly seeing a return to abusive intelligence operations that target protest groups and religious and racial minorities. Congress must particularly examine FBI activities abroad, where Americans’ due process rights and safety are at greatest risk.

2. Congress must narrow the FBI’s intelligence and investigative authorities through statute. The Attorney General’s Guidelines are changed too often and too easily, and the FBI too often fails to comply with them.

3. Though the FISA Amendments Act and several Patriot Act-related surveillance provisions are set to expire in 2015, new evidence of abuse of these authorities demonstrates that Congress can’t wait. Congress should immediately repeal Section 215 of the Patriot Act and Section 702 of FISA.

4. Congress must examine and evaluate all information collection and analysis practices and bring an end to any government activities that are illegal, ineffective, or prone to abuse. Congress should conduct a comprehensive review of all expanded post-9/11 intelligence authorities so thoughtful and effective reforms can be implemented.

5. Congress must amend the Electronic Communications Privacy Act to require a probable cause warrant before the government can search and seize online records and communications, just as
it needs to search documents in the mail or in our homes and offices. Congress should evaluate ECPA sealing and delayed notice provisions to ensure maximum transparency regarding law enforcement surveillance activities.

6. Congress must not implement or fund new intelligence programs without empirical evidence that they effectively improve security and can be implemented without undue impact on privacy and civil rights. We should not sacrifice our liberty for the illusion of security. Any new effort to expand information collection, sharing, or analysis must be accompanied by independent oversight mechanisms and rigorous standards to maintain the accuracy, timeliness, and usefulness of the information and to ensure the privacy of innocent individuals is preserved. Congress should adopt the National Research Council recommendations to require the FBI and other federal agencies to employ a systematic process to evaluate the “effectiveness, lawfulness and consistency with U.S. values” of all automated data mining systems before they are deployed and subject them to “robust, independent oversight” thereafter.296

7. Congress must pass the End Racial Profiling Act and ban racial profiling in all government intelligence and law enforcement programs.

8. Congress must pass the State Secrets Protection Act, which would restore the states secrets privilege to its common law origin as an evidentiary privilege by prohibiting the dismissal of cases prior to discovery. Congress must ensure independent judicial review of government state secrets claims by requiring courts to examine the evidence and make their own assessments of whether disclosure could reasonably pose a significant risk to national security.

9. Congress must establish due process mechanisms so Americans placed on the No Fly List or other terrorism watch lists that implicate their rights can effectively challenge the government’s actions.
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